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1. Introduction & Company Background 

Thanks to the wonders of modern medicine people are living much longer lives, with 

the average life expectancy of a male in the UK now being 75 and the average life 

expectancy of a female in the UK being 80. 

 

With the retirement age now standardised at 65 (and rumoured to be increasing to 

age 75) for both males and females, more and more people are living with little or no 

income from a full time occupation. Bearing this in mind it is now more important 

than ever that people save for their retirement throughout their working life. 

 

One of the most efficient ways of saving for retirement is through a pension contract. 

These types of contract offer not only investment return on the money saved, but 

also tax concessions. 

 

TAG Wealth Management Ltd is a firm of independent financial advisers who 

specialise within the pension and retirement planning sector of the financial services 

industry. 

 

Retirement planning can be a complex and confusing subject, it is however 

something that is essential to our future and therefore must be managed by 

competent and trained personnel.  

 

There are a large number of products available ranging from personal pension 

contracts to final salary corporate pension schemes (since April 2000 we now also 

have the new stakeholder schemes, introduced by the government to help 
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encourage saving for retirement). Therefore financial advisers are required to have 

an in depth and broad knowledge of the financial sector to be able to provide the 

best advice and investment strategy possible for their clients. 

 

Because of this, staff members of TAG Wealth Management Ltd must be trained 

thoroughly to ensure that the correct advice is given to clients, that the investments 

are managed correctly and that any necessary actions are carried out both quickly 

and efficiently. 

 

Due to the fast paced environment within modern businesses it is not always 

practical to send staff on more traditional training courses, as these can take 

anything from a week (basic introduction to the industry) to a number of years 

(bachelors degree in financial services) for completion, causing disruption within the 

office environment. 
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2. Project Elaboration 

It is the aim of this project to develop a prototype e-learning system to assist the 

training of staff members by providing basic pension training delivery. The project is 

to meet the specification as set out in appendix 1. 

 

The prototype will create one central store of information containing all the material 

needed for the initial training of a new member of staff and/or the re-training of an 

existing staff member.   

 

The prototype will be developed using training materials as provided by the Office 

Manager and papers 1 and 2 of the Chartered Insurance Institutes Financial 

Planning Certificate (Financial Services and their Regulation & Protection, Savings 

and Investment Products). This will include basic descriptions of the workings of a 

pension scheme and the laws that govern both pension schemes and financial 

advisers within the industry. 

 

It is intended that the information is to be provided in the most user friendly format 

possible to help aid the learning process. 
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3. Professional Issues 

As stated in my project specification (appendix 1) I aim to complete this project in a 

professional and ethical manner. This will help to ensure that the final software is 

designed and coded to a high standard and that all documentation is not only 

produced, but can be followed easily in the future should any necessary 

modifications be required. 

 

One way to encourage professionalism is to follow a code of conduct and or practice. 

One such code is produced by the British Computer Society and a copy can be 

obtained free of charge from their website (http://www.bcs.org.uk). 

 

This code of conduct states (among other things) that “all work should be carried out 

with due care and diligence in accordance with the relevant authority’s requirements, 

and the interests of system users”. 

 

As a student member of the society I have agreed to abide by their codes of conduct 

and practise and apply their principles to any tasks carried out as part of my 

academic or working life. Therefore I aim to complete this project to the best of my 

knowledge and ability, while trying to follow their rules and guidelines particularly 

ensuring that I keep in mind (at all times) the requirements and interests of TAG 

Wealth Management Ltd and its staff.  

 

As well as ensuring that I conform to the rules and regulations stated by the British 

Computer Society, I must also conform to the rules and regulations that govern the 

Financial Services Industry. 
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These rules, as stated by the Financial Services Authority (FSA) (The governing and 

regulatory body within the financial services industry) are binding on all companies 

that operate, provide, control or advise on any type of pension or retirement contract 

(including TAG Wealth Management Ltd.) and therefore serious consideration of 

these must be taken into account when producing the system. 

 

One of the main regulations placed upon companies and individual advisers is that 

they must maintain a current working knowledge of all pension legislation and 

contracts that are currently in force. This is provided through a continuous 

professional development scheme, which is checked by FSA officials during their 

annual company inspection. 

 

Because of this continuous professional development regulation, consideration must 

be given to the possibility of updating the information within the system to account for 

the constantly varying rules and regulations with the financial services industry, and 

also the addition of new types of pension contracts as they are introduced (e.g. 

Stakeholder pension schemes being introduced in April 2000 and the State Second 

Pension replacing the State Earnings Related Pension Scheme in April 2003). 

Finance Acts, Pension Acts and the annual fiscal budget, also have an effect of the 

information that needs to be taught. 
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4. Learning 

 

Since the first monkey climbed down from his tree and decided to walk upright man 

has been driven by the urge to learn. 

 

This need to learn is so powerful that it has taken us from a small race discovering 

that different plants and rocks could create pictures in the walls of their caves, to 

becoming the most dominant race on the planet who have learnt how to split atoms 

and launch rockets into space, where, it is hoped, we will learn even more about 

ourselves and the universe in which we live. 

 

Learning takes on many forms, from the natural process of a baby learning from its 

parents, to formal lessons for students at school and university, to investigations by 

professors and scientists to learn how and why things happen. 

 

4.1. Learning Styles 

 

Before starting to create a pension training system for TAG Wealth Management Ltd, 

we need to understand how people learn so that we can design the system to 

complement the users “learning style” and thus improve the quality of the knowledge 

gained. 

 

Before going into detail regarding these “learning styles” I feel that a distinction 

needs to be made between learning styles and cognitive styles as throughout my 
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research these two terms seem to have been interchangeable and the differences 

blurred. 

• Learning Styles are the strategy or regular mental behaviour, habitually 

applied by an individual to learning (particularly to deliberate educational 

based learning). (Draper) 

• Cognitive Styles are the strategy or regular mental behaviour, habitually 

applied by an individual to problem solving. (Draper) 

 

Although cognitive styles refer to problem solving they are still relevant as they effect 

how a person reacts in an exam or test. As stated earlier cognitive styles seem to be 

closely linked to learning styles, thus contributing to an individual’s method of 

acquiring knowledge. 

 

As we know all people are different, this should be remembered when we are trying 

to encourage people to learn. Just as people are different, so are the ways in which 

we learn. However we should also remember that even people who use the same 

learning style will still progress at different rates, some may already know some of 

the material, others may have a greater desire to acquire knowledge, therefore 

absorbing more information than someone being “forced” to learn. Above all people 

vary in their ability to learn (people have varying IQ levels and will therefore have 

varying abilities and speeds of learning) and there will always be people who 

progress faster than others. 
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There are many types of learning styles, some of which include: 

• Medium 

o Aural Medium 

o Visual Medium 

o Verbal Medium 

o Pictoral Medium 

• Holist 

• Serialist 

• Bernice McCarthy’s 4MAT system 

• Short-Term Memory; Field Dependence 

 

Some of which however are more relevant to an on-line or computer based learning 

system, these are usually called perceptual styles or perceptual modalities. (Connor 

p4) and are as stated below: 

 

• Auditory 

• Visual 

• Tactile 

I would like to point out that these styles are no better or worse than other styles that 

are used; they are just some that have a strong bearing on computer based learning. 

 

• Auditory Learners 

Auditory learning is a method whereby the individual learns best when 

listening to the material that has to be learned. This can either be by listening 
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to a third party reciting the material (e.g. teacher talking to his pupils) or the 

individuals own voice, heard in their head when they read. 

 

There is also however another type of auditory learner, one who does best 

when they have an opportunity to discuss what they are thinking with others. 

Many people are uncertain of their own thoughts until they have a chance to 

discuss them and or argue the reasoning behind them, before they can totally 

comprehend the way that they fit (or indeed don’t fit) with other ideas. This 

can also include arguing with themselves, reading or thinking out loud, 

sometimes even talking to their computer or textbook. Regardless of the 

method this expression takes, it is a necessary procedure for them to learn. 

 

• Visual Learners 

People who learn in this manner, consume the information in a visual manner 

(i.e. through their eyes) this type of learning style works best when the 

learning material is presented graphically, either via pictures and diagrams, or 

through animation and video. 

This type of learning style can be easily combined with the auditory learning 

style having pictures or animation with a “voiceover” describing the material 

shown. 

 

• Tactile Learners 

Tactile learning involves the use of touch, this can be as simple as moving a 

mouse around a screen, to building a model of the topic trying to be learnt. 

Short of technological improvements, there is very little to aid tactile learning 
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within a computer based training environment. A virtual reality system, where 

the user can completely immerse themselves into the learning environment 

touching, and interacting with their surroundings would be the ideal answer, 

but unfortunately the finances necessary to implement this type of system 

make it an unlikely solution. 

 

4.2. Cognitive Style 

It has been suggested that all cognitive styles (which as we stated earlier is the 

method used for problem solving) can be grouped into two categories. These are the 

wholistic – analytic style, and the verbaliser – imager style. (Graff) 

 

Wholistic – Analytic Style 

This can be described as the tendency to mentally process information either as a 

whole (the whole jigsaw) or as several small parts (the pieces of the jigsaw). 

Wholists are able to see the whole problem, understanding a topic in a general 

overview but cannot split the problem into smaller pieces. Analytics, understand the 

individual parts of a topic/problem, but have trouble fitting all the parts together to 

see the topic/problem as a whole. 
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Verbaliser – Imager Style 

 

This is quite simply the individuals’ ability to process the information either in words 

or as images. Verbalisers are better with words, for example, they are able to absorb 

a large report. Where as imagers are better working with images, diagrams and 

spatial information, for example graphics or maps. 

 

4.3.  Conclusion of Research 

There are many different types of learning styles and methods that can and are 

being used. And at first glance it would seem that a different type of system should 

be created for each type of learning style, this would allow people to use the system 

that is going to benefit them the most, without causing other people to suffer from the 

system design. 

 

This strategy would cause us to design a number of different systems, which 

although helpful in the respect that no one is disadvantaged by using a system that 

forces them to learn in a way that does not come naturally to them, would cause an 
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enormous number of other problems, both for the development team and for the 

management team at TAG Wealth Management Ltd. 

 

The project development team would have to design, build and test, multiple 

versions of the same product. All of them would have to be full working systems, and 

all of them would have to tie in to the management evaluation section of the project, 

or each have their own individual management evaluation section. 

 

The management team at TAG Wealth Management Ltd would also have to revise 

their plan for training staff. All of the staff members that are going to use the system 

would first have to be tested to ascertain which type of learning style they use, and 

therefore which system they should use to be trained. 

 

The question remains though, “should we adapt the system to match the learners, or 

should the learners adapt to match the system?” the answer is probably a little of 

both. It is not practical to design a different system for each learning style, especially 

if you consider the fact that there are likely to be some learning styles out there that 

have not been discovered or documented yet (just because it hasn’t been found, 

doesn’t mean it doesn’t exist). But it is also unfair to expect all people to learn new 

material in exactly the same way. 

 

In order to achieve some sort of harmony with this problem, I feel that the system 

should be developed in such a way that it covers as many different learning styles as 

possible, without causing the usefulness of the training system to be degraded. 
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With this in mind and remembering that the system is to be computer based in 

nature, I plan to concentrate on the Auditory and Visual learning methods when 

designing the system. I have chosen to concentrate on these two methods, as they 

seem to cover a large number of learners, while inherently being included in a 

computer based system (e.g. text, audio and graphics are all included as part of a 

computer based training package) 

 

The human, computer interface (HCI), while following all of the normal rules of HCI 

design, must concentrate on being accessible to auditory and visual learners. 

 

The HCI must have clear and easy to read text, while including some kind of audio 

“voiceover” or description. 

 

“Bells and whistles” (e.g. unnecessary animation and soft music) should be kept to a 

minimum, as although this makes the system “look pretty”, these gimmicks are more 

likely to aggravate the learners than contribute to the learning experience. (Connor 

p5) 
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5. Investigation into project management 

 

In order for a project to be completed in a successful and professional manner it has 

to be managed. 

 

A successful project is made up of various stages: 

• Requirements Analysis 

• System Design 

• Program Design 

• Implementation 

• Testing 

• Maintenance 

The project manager will ensure that each of these stages is completed before the 

next stage commences, thus ensuring that the project is completed in a logical 

method, preventing it from spiralling out of control and eventually failing. 

 

This involves some form of time management. In order to help control how this 

project I have created a schedule (see appendix 2) setting out what tasks need to be 

completed and a deadline for each task. It is hoped that by keeping to this schedule 

the project will be completed in a timely manner with spare time allowed in case of 

problems or errors. 

 

One way to help the project manager retain control of the project is to use a project 

methodology 
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5.1. What is a methodology? 
 

At its simplest a methodology means that the project team start their 

project with the end in sight 

 

The methodology provides a structured step by step approach to the 

project, that is easily followed and simple to manage 

 

There are a great number of different methodologies that can be used on 

a project; some of the methods are general methods that can be used by 

anyone. Others are proprietary information and are either solely used by 

the company that designed them or are sold to companies seeking a 

methodology for a new project. 

5.2. Different Methodologies 
 

5.2.1. Linear Sequential Model 
 
This is also known as the classic lifecycle or the waterfall model. It sets out a 

logical and sequential approach to developing a piece of software. 
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The design team are encouraged to work through each stage of the model, 

slowly building up a completed system. There are however problems with this 

type of methodology: 

 

• Real projects rarely follow such a simplistic sequence, and changes 

can cause confusion within the design team. 

 

• The “customer” will not be able to see a working version until the 

project is almost completed. 

 

• Developers at the different stages can be blocked unnecessarily due to 

previous tasks not being completed. 

 

5.2.2. Prototyping 

 

This methodology sees the developer and the “customer” work together to 

define the overall objectives for the project. 

 

A quick design is produced focussing on the visual aspects of the system, 

allowing the “customer” and eventual end users to experience the “look and 

feel” of the system. The user then evaluates the prototype and improvements 

are made. 
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This continues until a satisfactory design is achieved and the final system is 

produced 

 

 
 

 

Unfortunately one of the drawbacks of using this method is that the 

“customer” can get excited at seeing a “working” version and can expect the 

finished product to be completed earlier than is practical. The customer can 

also get trapped into constantly modifying his/her requirements thus 

preventing the designers from ever finishing the project. 

 

It is possible that due to the speed at which the system is developed the 

designers may compromise and use inefficient or “buggy” code (intending to 

replace it later) in order to develop the system more quickly This code could 

end up in the final version causing the finished system to run slowly or crash. 
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5.2.3. Spiral Model 
 
The Spiral Model is a further variation of the prototyping model. Designed by 

Boehm in 1988, he was concerned with the risks involved in a project, and 

suggested that a spiral technique could combine the necessary risk 

management activities with the standard development activities, and thus 

minimise any risk of the project failing while still allowing the development 

team the freedom to produce a working system. 

 

 
 

The spiral system causes the software to be developed in a series of 

incremental releases (or prototypes). In the early stages the prototype may 

just be a paper model, or a series of “story boards”, but as the system 

develops each stage becomes more complex and each ‘model’ more detailed, 

until the final piece of software is produced. 
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For each prototype that is produced, the designers go through a complete 

“mini” life cycle: 

 

Confirming requirements - designing the system - producing the next 

prototype - testing the system 

 

Until the final version is produced. 

 

Although our diagram above shows only 4 iterations of the spiral, in truth, the 

development team can use as many iterations as is required to build the 

finished system. This is one of the drawbacks with the spiral system, there are 

no constraints on how many prototypes are produced, and it is up to the 

project manager to ensure that the development team do not get into a 

permanent loop. 
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5.3. Conclusion of Research 
 

In order to develop this system I feel that a combination of the standard 

waterfall model and the spiral model would be the most appropriate 

approach. 

 

As stated earlier, the standard waterfall model can be too structured with 

each stage of the model waiting for the previous stage to be completed, 

and prevents the management team from seeing how the system is 

developing, until very late in the development stage. 

 

Conversely the Spiral model can be too informal allowing the 

requirements to be constantly modified with each stage. 

 

I propose that these two techniques be combined to allow a structured 

design method (as in the waterfall), yet also allowing for rapid 

development of the software, with various prototypes to allow the 

management team to see how the product is developing. 

 

By using this new merged model I still have a structured logical 

development plan, however there is also some freedom to adapt the 

project to cope with revised system requirements, without having to 

completely start the project again. 
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Fig 3 Revised Waterfall Model 

 

 

Fig 4 Revised Spiral Model 

 

The model that I am proposing starts in the same way as most other 

process models, by gathering the initial requirements of the final product, 
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from here the first prototype is constructed. From this initial rough 

prototype the management can see how the finished product may look 

and feel and give them a general idea of how the system may work. This 

helps identify any essential changes required and allows the customer to 

add any further requirements that may be needed. After the prototype is 

created and then tested, I will hold a meeting with the management team 

to further confirm the system requirements. 

 

This official modification of the requirements is being allowed to help 

control the number of changes that are requested. It is hoped that by 

giving the management team an official meeting to discuss and possibly 

modify the systems requirements that there will be less ad hoc 

modifications and that the project can progress in a swift and orderly 

manner. 

 

After the requirements have been confirmed or modified (to a limited 

extent), a second prototype is to be constructed and the above process to 

be followed. This should continue for up to 3 prototypes before the final 

set of system requirements are specified. The prototype will be finalised to 

meet the company’s specifications, leaving just the final coding to take 

place and the user documentation (manual, user guide etc.) to be 

produced. 

 

Due to the constraints of this project, I am only going to complete the 

design process up to the production of the first prototype. 
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6. Research into connection techniques 

Because this system is going store the results of the tests that the users take, some 

information needs to be stored within a database (Due to the low number of staff 

members and the costs associated with setting up a SQL database (Oracle or SQL 

Server) I have decided to use a Microsoft Access database). For this to happen, I 

need to connect the testing part of the system to the database. 

 

This can be achieved in many different ways, some of which include: 

• Data Access Pages 

MS Access allows you to directly connect a HTML page to an access 

database, using a Data Access Page. 

 

This technique uses a combination of HTML code and special functions within 

Access to allow the user complete control over the data held within a 

database. The user is able to create new records, edit existing records, and 

delete unwanted records. However there is very little security built in to this 

method. In fact for any security to be implemented it would have to be done 

via Access, or a third party scripting language within the HTML. This 

technique also only offers a very basic interface, thus preventing more 

complex data from being displayed (e.g. multiple copies of the same field but 

for different records. (e.g. all test results for one person)). 

 

This technique may be useful however for the prototype system, to show 

functionality to the users, before the final code is written. 
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• Macromedia ColdFusion 

ColdFusion uses its own mark up language (ColdFusionMarkupLanguage). 

This CFML code is embedded into the HTML code used in a standard web 

page. When a web browser requests a ColdFusion page, the ColdFusion 

software that resides between the Web server and the database, dynamically 

constructs the page using the required information from the database, before 

sending it to the web server for distribution to the browser. 

 

 

 

The system also allows the development team to embed standard SQL code 

within the HTML/CFML page to enhance database interrogation e.g. 

 

<CFQUERY NAME=”ProductList” DATASOURCE=”CompanyDB”> 

 SELECT * FROM Products 

</CFQUERY> 

<HTML> 

<HEAD> 

<TITLE>Product List</TITLE> 

</HEAD> 
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<BODY> 

<H1>Company X Products</H1> 

<CFOUTPUT QUERY=”ProductList”> 

#ProductName# $#Price# <BR> 

</CFOUTPUT>  

</BODY> 

</HTML> (Macromedia) 

 

This simple HTML page instructs the ColdFusion system to extract all entries 

from the product table in the CompanyDB (Select * from products), and then 

display them in the web browser with each product name and its associated 

price on its own line. 

 

With an advanced system such as ColdFusion we would be able to design 

and build a highly advanced application allowing all the functions required by 

the training system with the scope to extend the system in the future should 

the customer wish to do so. 

 

Unfortunately there is a down side to this system and that is one of cost, TAG 

Wealth Management Ltd do not currently own either ColdFusion or a web 

server, and these would have to be purchased and installed before the 

training system could be implemented. This currently would cost at least 

£2080 + VAT for the software (prices correct as @ 23RD April 2004 and 

obtained from http://www.insight.com/uk) with additional costs being incurred 
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for any additional hardware required, and the labour costs for installing and 

configuring the systems. 

 

• Active Server Pages 

The Active Server Pages system is similar to ColdFusion, in that it allows 

specialised coding to be embedded into standard HTML pages in order to 

perform specific tasks that standard HTML can not perform on its own. With 

the embedding of JavaScript, VBScript and components created in other 

programming languages, it is possible to create a web page (or site) that can 

perform almost any function required. Also because all compiling of code 

takes place when the page is requested, it is easy to update pages as only 

the code needs to be modified, and the file re-saved. 

 

As Microsoft’s Internet Information Server (the software required for ASP) is 

included with all of their Web Servers, there is also the comfort of knowing 

that the software is inherently integrated with the web server rather than a 

third party program. However having said this TAG Wealth Management Ltd 

would still have to purchase the web server software and the necessary 

hardware to operate it. 
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6.1. Conclusion of research 

When looking at the different types of ways of connecting the database to the 

HCI, and at the functionality that will be required by the system, it seems 

obvious that we must choose either ASP or ColdFusion. They both work in a 

similar way, allowing the developers to embed code into the  HTML which is 

then transacted by the system, before returning a standard HTML page to the 

web browser, showing the required information. After  studying both systems, 

it seems to come down to a personal preference when choosing between the 

two, whether you wish to use CFML tags within the HTML page, or some form 

of scripting language (e.g. JavaScript or VBScript). Personally I would choose 

the ColdFusion system, as I find it easier to work with tags than with script, 

however having said this, I have used ColdFusion previously and may be 

biased in this matter. 

 

The question still remains though as to which system is going to be used for 

TAG Wealth Management Ltd’s training package? Again I would probably use 

ColdFusion, the system is easy to code into the HTML, and would allow all the 

functionality required. It is completely compatible with Microsoft Access but 

would also allow the freedom to upgrade the database to Oracle SQL or SQL 

Server at a later date should the need arise. However, as stated earlier there 

is one major drawback with this system, and that is one of cost. Currently 

TAG Wealth Management Ltd only have a standard Novell Netware based file 

server, therefore before being able to implement the new training system 

using ColdFusion (or ASP), they would have to install a web server, along 

with the ColdFusion software. 
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If we use the Access Data Pages method instead while designing the 

prototype, the Staff at TAG Wealth Management Ltd can see some of the 

functionality of the system before they invest too heavily. Therefore, at least 

for the prototype, we are going to use the Data Access Page method to 

connect the HCI to the Access database. 
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7. System Design 

7.1. Database Design 

For the training system to record the results of the users’ tests, we need 

some method of storing their results and then displaying them at some 

point in the future for examination by the management team, so that they 

may assess the staff members. The easiest way to achieve this is to 

create some type of database that can be linked to, or accessed by, the 

training system. 

 

When designing the database, we first need to decide what information 

needs to be held; these items are called attributes and will eventually 

become the fields within the database. 

 

Within this system we need to store information regarding the users so 

that we can track the people that have used the system and which 

answers were given to which question. 

 

We also need to store details of the questions and the correct answers for 

each question. 

 

Below is a table containing all of the attributes that I have identified that I 

feel will be required by the system. 
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Attribute Reason / description 
  
IDNo Identification number to differentiate all 

users of the system including those 
with the same name – Primary Key 

First Name First name of the user 
Surname Surname of the user 
Department Department the user belongs to e.g. 

Sales, Administration etc. 
Employee Whether the User is an employee or a 

prospective new member of staff 
Supervisor Whether the user is a staff supervisor 

and therefore allowed access to other 
users results 

Date Date the test was taken 
QRef Reference number to distinguish 

questions – Primary Key 
Question A Question 
ARef Reference number to distinguish 

possible answers (Questions are 
multiple choice) – Primary Key 

Answer An Answer 
UsrAnswerRef Reference number to distinguish users 

answer – Primary Key 
UsrAnswer Employees answers 
 

 
These attributes then need to be split up into various tables, if split 

properly duplicated data will be reduced to a minimum, which in turn will 

make it easier to insert, update (or modify) and delete the data within the 

database. One method for identifying these tables is called normalization. 

 

Normalization is a bottom – up approach to creating a database and 

involves us determining which attributes have a functional dependency on 

other attributes. 
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Functional Dependency – This describes the relationship between 

attributes in a relation. For example, if A and B are attributes of relation R, 

B is functionally dependent on A (Denoted A → B), if each value of A is 

associated with exactly on value of B. (A and B may each consist of one 

or more attributes) (Connolly p379) 

 

An easier way to describe this is to use two of the attributes that we have 

identified for our database. If we take the attributes of ID No and 

Department. The relationship between ID No and Department is on a one 

to one basis – meaning that for every ID No there is one Department, 

whereas the relationship between Department and ID No is one to many, 

as there can be many ID No’s for each Department. This means that the 

department attribute has a functional dependency on the ID No Attribute 

 

By identifying these dependencies we are able to establish which 

attributes are reliant upon each other and therefore build up separate 

blocks of attributes, which when implemented will become the tables 

within the database. 

 

Normalisation is carried out in a number of steps. As these steps proceed 

the relations become more and more defined and less vulnerable to errors 

occurring during data insertion, deletion or modification. It is important to 

remember that only first normalized form (1NF) is essential when 

designing the database, however it is highly recommended that the 

attributes are normalized to at least third normal form (3NF). 
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The above diagram shows the different stages available when normalizing a set of attributes (Connolly p387) 

 

The following table shows the identified attributes required for the training 

systems database, and also their normalization up to third normal form 

(3NF) 

 

UNF 1NF 
  
IDNo ID No 
First Name First Name 
Surname Surname 
Department ID Department ID 
Department Department 
Employee Employee 
Supervisor Supervisor 
QRef  
Question QRef 
Date Question 
ARef Date 
Answer ARef 
UsrAnswerRef Answer 
UsrAnswer UsrAnswerRef 
 UsrAnswer 
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2NF 3NF 
  
ID No ID No 
First Name First Name 
Surname Surname 
Employee Employee 
Supervisor Supervisor 
Department ID Department ID 
  
Department ID Department ID 
Department Department 
  
QRef QRef 
Question Question 
  
Date QRef 
ARef ARef 
Answer Answer 
UsrAnswerRef  
UsrAnswer ID No 
 QRef 
 UsrAnswerRef 
 Date 
 UsrAnswer 
 

After the normalization process we are left with five groups of attributes 

which will form our tables. These will be: 

 

 A User Table (IDNo, First Name, Surname, Employee, 

Supervisor, Department ID) 

 

 A Department Table (Department ID, Department) 

 

 A Question Table (Qref, Question) 

 

 An Answer Table (Qref, Aref, Answer) 
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 A User Answer Table (IDNo, Qref, UsrAnswerRef, Date, 

UsrAnswer) 

 

We have now defined the tables for the database; however the design 

process does not stop there. We need to be able to place some 

constraints on the database to prevent incorrect or erroneous data being 

entered. One way of doing this is to define the relationships between the 

tables. 

 

Department
Department ID
Department

User
ID No : Integer
First Name
Surname
Employee
Supervisor
Department Id

0..n1 0..n1

User Answer
ID No
QRef
UsrAnswerRef
Date
UsrAnswer

0..n

1

0..n

1

Answer
Qref
Aref
Answer

Question
QRef
Question 1 0..n1 0..n

0..4

1

0..4

1

 
 

The above diagram shows each of the proposed tables (including their 

attributes) for the new database, the lines connecting the tables show how 
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these tables are connected and the constraints placed upon those 

connections. The diagram has been constructed using the standard 

Unified Modelling Language, but the connections can be described as: 

 

• A Department CAN contain many or no Users 

A User MUST belong to one and only one Department 

 

• A User CAN have many or no UserAnswers 

A UserAnswer MUST belong to one and only one User 

 

• A UserAnswer MUST belong to one and only one question 

A Question CAN have many or no UserAnswers 

 

• A Question CAN have 4 or no answers 

An Answer MUST belong to one and only one question 

 

We now have a set of tables complete with relationships that can be 

implemented using Microsoft Access or any other chosen database 

management system (DBMS). The only thing remaining before 

implementation is the need to assign some primary and foreign keys. 

These keys allow the system to search for one specific record within the 

database.  To do this we need to look at all of the attributes within a 

particular entity (the objects that will become our tables) and select all of 

the candidate keys. 
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“A Candidate Key is a minimal set of attributes of an entity that uniquely 

identifies each occurrence of that entity.” (Connolly p431) 

 

It is possible that we may find more than one candidate key, however only 

one can be chosen to be the primary key, the rest will become alternate 

keys. 

 

Some of the entities do not have any obvious candidate keys, however we 

can combine attributes to make a composite key, and this can be used as 

a primary key. 

 

The Primary Keys for this system will be as follows. 

 

• User Table – ID No 

• Department Table – Department ID 

• Question Table – QRef 

• Answer Table – (Composite Key) QRef + ARef 

• User Answer Table – (Composite Key) ID No + QRef + UsrAnswerRef 

 

See appendix 3 for the database as implemented in Microsoft Access 

2003. 
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7.2. HCI Design  
 

It could be argued that the Human Computer Interface (HCI) is one of if 

not the most important part of a computer system. This is because it is the 

part that the end user, gets to use and spend most of their time with. No 

matter how well a system has been coded or performs its tasks, if the HCI 

is badly designed, errors will occur, users will complain and possibly the 

system will have to be replaced. With this in mind, I am going to design 

the HCI while taking into account the computer specifications used by 

TAG Wealth Management Ltd, this means that the system must be 

designed to work with Internet Explorer v6 at a screen resolution of 1024 

pixels by 768 pixels using 32bit colour on a 17” CRT monitor. 

 

One of the most important features of a HCI is colour. It is important to 

consider how colour is going to be used within the HCI, and also how 

much colour is going to be used. Too little colour and the system could be 

drab and boring, too much, or too many clashing colours, and the user 

could find it hard to concentrate on the system, and get distracted easily. 

 

Unfortunately there are no set rules, on how and when to use colour within 

a system, there are however some guidelines: 

 

• Limit the use of colour to what is useful or necessary 

• Be consistent 
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If a system is consistent, then a user will not have to keep re-

learning each page or screen encountered, this relates to both the 

“controls” of the system as well as the colours used. 

• Remember colour blind users 

A large proportion of the population is colour blind. The most 

common form is being unable to distinguish red and green, but 

there is however a rarer version where yellow and blue are the 

problem colours.  

 

For example in the diagram above, a person with red-green colour 

blindness would just see a circle filled with grey dots as shown on 

the right, rather than the number 45 as shown by the red dots on 

the left. 

• Fatigue 

It has been noticed that users reading a large amount of text on a 

VDU, compared with paper, suffer from increased eye fatigue. The 

main reason for this is low refresh rates, but colour can also have 

an effect. 
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The first screen that we need is the opening screen (sometimes called a 

splash screen). This will welcome users to the system before they actually 

begin their training or attempt one of the tests. 

 

 

 

I have decided to use a pale (almost pastel) cream for the background 

and a burgundy for the text. I feel that this offers a relaxing colour scheme, 

while still remaining clear and easy to read.  This colour scheme also 

avoids the problem of colour blindness by not mixing either red and green 

or blue and yellow, and therefore should be accessible by all. 

 

The next screen is the main menu. This will allow the user to select 

exactly what task they wish to perform, whether it is, learning about one of 
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the available topics, taking a test or, if a member of the management 

team, viewing other people’s results. 

 

 

As with the splash screen I have chosen cream for the background and 

burgundy for the text. Again this offers a calming environment for the staff 

members to learn in, but also it keeps the system consistent, preventing 

the users from having to re-learn how the system works. 

 

 

The next screen is the pension training menu, this offers the user a choice 

of which area of pensions s/he wishes to study. Again the screen follows 

the same layout and colour conventions as the rest of the system. 
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The next screen is one of the main training screens, showing information 

regarding a particular pension scheme (in this case personal pension 

plans), again the colours have been kept to cream and burgundy. Within 

the screens that actually provide the training there is also an option for the 

user to request that the text be “read” to them using an audio file. This file 

has been attached to the HTML page using time2 controls, allowing the 

user to start, stop and pause the sound. Without this functionality the user 

who learns via the auditory method would be disadvantaged over the 

visual learner, as they would have to learn at the pace of the audio file 

rather than at their own speed. 
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All of the other screens that provide the training material are similar to this 

screen in both layout and content. An audio file is provided for each 

screen so that the user can hear the training material, and in some cases 

the material will also be conveyed using diagrams and or animation. 

 

The testing screen again follows the same design elements as the 

previous pages; it however displays the question, and has a text box for 

the user to provide his or her answer 
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Unfortunately due to my inexperience with Data Access Pages (and time 

constraints preventing me from fully learning the system) I was unable to 

program this page to store the users answer in the database, I have 

therefore pre-filled the database with some example answers so that 

testing of the other sections can take place. 

 
 

7.3. System Testing 
 

Although the current system is only a prototype and not all parts are 

functional, some testing still needs to be undertaken to ensure that the 

parts which do work function correctly, and that any code that does end up 

in the final version will not cause any problems. Another reason for testing 
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the system before showing it to the customer is to ensure that they do not 

lose their confidence in the design team, by seeing faulty software. 

 

The system was tested in two stages. 

 

First I worked through the system confirming that all parts of the system 

function as expected. Apart from two small minor coding errors in the 

HTML, this was completed satisfactorily. 

 

For the second stage of testing I asked a number of employees at TAG 

Wealth Management Ltd, to work through the prototype, and then 

complete a small questionnaire (see Appendix 5) detailing any errors and 

or bugs that they found within the system. The questionnaire was also 

used to establish what (if any) changes need to be made to the system 

before the second prototype is produced. 

 

The final coding of the prototype can be seen in appendix 4. 
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8. Conclusions and Critical Evaluation of the project 
 
 
The aim of this project was to design and produce a system that could be used 

within the financial services industry, or more specifically within my own place of 

work, to help increase the knowledge of pension schemes and the rules and 

regulations that govern them. 

 

I chose to undertake this project for a number of reasons, firstly as it could be 

combined with and be useful to my current employment, secondly as computer 

based learning is an area that is developing quickly. Thirdly, and perhaps the most 

important, to further develop my skills and knowledge in the following areas: 

 

1. How People Learn 

 

This area covers exactly what methods people use to absorb new 

information, and how the differing methods can affect the manner in 

which a topic is “taught”. 

 

With the further development of the Internet and the recent addition of 

cheap, fast, “always on” connections being made available to home 

users, more and more people are looking to computer based and 

online systems as a way of learning. With this explosion in the 

computer based / online learning industry designers need to 

understand the different methods that people use to assimilate 

information when designing these training systems. 
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2. Database Design 

 

The heart of any system that needs to store and retrieve information is 

a database, by incorporating the testing and reviewing stages into my 

project, the system became more than just a collection of HTML pages, 

and also allowed me to use and develop the various database design 

techniques taught throughout the degree programme on a “real world” 

application. 

 

3. Human-Computer Interface Design 

 

The Human-Computer Interface (from a user’s perspective) is the most 

important part of the system. It is the only part that is actually seen and 

as such must be intuitive to use while still accomplishing all tasks that 

the user asks of it. 

 

With this system the Human-Computer Interface could also effect how 

well the users learn as it should complement their style of learning. 

 

With Human-Computer Interface design briefly touched on within the 

degree course, this gave me a chance to develop and deepen my 

understanding within this area. 
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Time Management 

 

When first starting this project I produced a timetable for each section of the project, 

detailing how long I thought the project should take and setting deadlines for each 

stage (see appendix 2). However when producing a project schedule such as this it 

is a good practice to build in some flexibility in case of errors or problems occurring. 

That way should one particular area or topic take longer than expected or should 

circumstances prevent you from working at all; there is still a possibility of completing 

the project on time. Unfortunately I neglected to allow for this within my schedule, 

and subsequently when I started to encounter the inevitable problems of any project, 

all of the deadlines following had to be re-assessed and recalculated, in order to 

complete the project on-time. 

 

Research 

 

The first problem that I encountered was with the research for learning styles and 

techniques. This is a subject in which I have no prior knowledge, other than a brief 

amount gained when researching the possibility of this project. I found it difficult to 

understand the subject matter I studied as they seemed to be aimed more at 

psychological experts rather than the general population, and therefore were very in 

depth and complicated. This made it difficult to establish exactly what styles people 

use to learn, and how to adapt a computer system to support rather than hinder 
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these techniques. As a result of this the initial research into learning styles took 

longer than originally planned, causing me to re-evaluate the deadlines and working 

times for subsequent stages within the project.  Although I have gained a greater 

understanding of the importance of considering learning styles while designing any 

computer based training system. 

 

The research into the different methodologies available for managing the project 

went as planned. I had already undertaken most of this research for a project 

completed previously, and therefore it was just a matter of going through my existing 

notes, verifying that they were still accurate and then adapting them to fit this project. 

The research into connection techniques also went as planned, there are many 

techniques available for connecting a Human-Computer Interface to a database, and 

they vary from bespoke techniques designed to be used for a specific system, to 

more generic techniques (such as the ones I looked at). As again I have covered this 

in previous units it was just a matter of taking my existing research a little further to 

determine which method would be the best for this system. 

 

The meeting with the Office Manager (Barbara Taylor) at TAG Wealth Management 

Ltd, went ahead as scheduled as this was not affected by the delay in the research 

as mentioned earlier. In the meeting I explained what I hoped the system would do 

and how I felt it could improve the quality of the staff’s knowledge about pensions 

and the relevant regulations that govern them.  

 

Barbara went on to confirm what they would expect such a system to contain as far 

as training material is concerned, and provided me with a copy of the Financial 
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Services Authority Handbook, the Bankhall Investment Associates Compliance 

Manual and a copy of a Computer Based Training (CBT) system produced by the 

Chartered Insurance Institute. 

 

This meeting enabled me to understand the different types of regulation placed upon 

the industry and how this would have to be built into the training material, it also gave 

me an opportunity to examine the existing computer hardware and software used 

within the company to ensure that the developed system would be compatible. 

 

I feel that meeting with Barbara and the other members of staff helped me to 

understand how they would like a system of this type to function, and also the scope 

of the training material that would need to be incorporated into this type of system. 

Following this meeting I decided that there is too much information that needs to be 

put into the system for it to all be included within the first prototype, and I have 

therefore chosen to create just one training screen and one test. Any future training 

screens and tests would work in a very similar manner, with just the content 

changed, I therefore feel that it is unnecessary to complete the whole system at the 

prototype level as it is essentially just a duplication of previous work and the point of 

this project is to demonstrate my ability to create and evaluate this system. 

 

System Design 

 

Following the meeting with Barbara, I started to collate all of the fields that I felt 

would be required within the systems database, these fields were then normalised 

using the normal technique, to produce a set of tables. I feel that I worked through 
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this as planned and produced a reasonable database for the prototype. Should this 

system be implemented within the company, the database management system may 

need to be upgraded either to SQL server or to Oracle, in order to cope with the 

number of people who would be using the system, and the possibility of a large 

number of simultaneous users. However for this prototype Microsoft Access is 

sufficient. 

 

The design and production of the Human-Computer Interface (HCI) was the most 

affected by the delay in completing the research into learning styles. This is because 

the HCI must be designed to complement people’s learning style, and therefore aid 

their learning experience. This meant that there was less time than originally planned 

to complete the prototype. 

 

This process was further disrupted by my admission to hospital for two months whilst 

I was only half way through the design process. Although I was kindly given extra 

time to compensate for this, I feel that I was not able to completely demonstrate my 

ability to produce a satisfactory system, as I was unable to work on the project at all 

for such a long time that I lost my ‘train of thought’. When I finally did return to finish 

the system, it took me quite a while to re-establish exactly what I had been trying to 

achieve and how to proceed. This problem was further compounded by my 

inexperience with Microsoft Data Access pages, this can be seen the most in the 

absence of a fully working testing system, that the users would have been able to 

take to confirm that they understood the material that they have been taught. I was 

unable to design a satisfactory page that successfully accessed the database to 

store the users’ answers to the questions. I do feel however that should I carry on 
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working with this system (after the submission of this report) that I will be able to 

overcome these problems and produce a fully working system for TAG Wealth 

Management Ltd. 

 

System Testing 

 

The testing of the finished prototype (subject to the omission of the testing section as 

outlined earlier) was carried out in two stages as mentioned in the earlier section on 

testing. This was satisfactorily completed, with no major errors. 

 

Overall 

 

While I am aware that the prototype was not completed to a fully working stage, I feel 

that as this would just be the first prototype out of three (and perhaps not expected to 

be fully functional at such an early stage), the project overall has been successful. 

 

I understand that I need to develop my time management and planning skills further 

in order to avoid the problems found here, whereby one problem effects all of the 

following stages of the project. This can be easily achieved by assuming that 

something will go wrong at some point and allowing extra time in the original plan to 

compensate. 

 

I feel that I have learnt a lot concerning how different people approach (either 

consciously or sub-consciously) learning new material. I have also learnt how 

important it is to ensure that a computer based system is adapted to cover the widest 
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variety of techniques possible, to ensure that it can be used to maximum effect by a 

large group of people rather than a select few. 

 

I feel that I still need to further develop my skills in connecting databases to other 

systems, whether it be a HTML page or a more complex system written in a 

“traditional” programming language. However as stated earlier Data Access Pages 

were a completely new technology to me, and something that I have had no formal 

training in.  Although once again I have gained a better insight into how they need to 

work and with more time can apply this to future projects. 

 

Were I to undertake this assignment again from the beginning, I think that I would 

take more care in planning the project in the first place, this would allow me more 

freedom to adapt the plan as the project progresses. I would also try to research the 

chosen connection technique further before trying to use it, or use a technique that I 

am more familiar with e.g. ColdFusion. 
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Future Improvements and / or development 

 
The most obvious task for the future would be the completion of the project, 

producing a fully working version of the training system and implementing it within 

the working environment at TAG Wealth Management Ltd. 

 

Once implementation has been achieved there is an opportunity to expand this 

system further. Although TAG Wealth Management Ltd specialise in the pensions 

and retirement sector, they also provide services for life insurance, medical 

insurance and mortgages. The system could be extended to provide training in these 

areas, thus helping to increase both the knowledge of staff members and the quality 

of the various services provided to the company’s clients.  It could also be expanded 

to allow other offices and advisers to access the system remotely. 

 

Currently the training material is coded into the individual HTML pages. Although this 

allowed for a working prototype to be produced, it will make the modification of the 

training material, as legislation and products change, require the assistance of 

someone experienced in web design and the HTML language. To enable these 

updates to be performed by one of the management team members at TAG Wealth 

Management Ltd, the system could be adapted so that the training information and 

test questions are held within the database, and an update screen added to the HCI.
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Appendix 1 
 
SHEFFIELD HALLAM UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF COMPUTING AND MANAGEMENT SCIENCE 
BSc (Hons) Computer Studies (Part-Time) 

 

PROJECT DEFINITION 

Student: Peter Best  Date: 10TH November 2003 

Client: TAG Wealth Management Ltd 

Supervisor: Mike Rimmington  

Level of Project: BSc (Hons) Computer Studies 

Title of Project: A prototype Computer Based Learning System for the Pension Industry 

ELABORATION 

The area of pensions and retirement planning can be a complex and confusing subject, it is however something that is 
essential to our future and therefore must be managed by competent, trained personnel. 
 
For these personnel to successfully manage a person’s retirement portfolio, they must first undertake a course of 
training to familiarise themselves with the different types of contract available and the relevant rules and laws 
applicable. 
 
Due to the fast paced environment within modern businesses it is not always practical to send new staff on more 
traditional training courses, as these can take anything from a week to a number of years for completion.  
 
A prototype system will be created to assist in the task of training new members of staff at a local financial adviser’s. 
The system will attempt to inform the new employees of the basic elements involved with retirement planning, as well 
as cover any applicable regulations and / or laws that will be involved. The system will also provide a method of 
testing the employees and allow senior members of staff to evaluate their performance. 
 

PROJECT OBJECTIVES AND DELIVERABLES 

The student is required to: 

1. Ensure that the project is completed in a professional and ethical manner 

2. Investigate and analyse the different methods of learning and training. 

3. Investigate Human Computer Interfaces 

4. Investigate the scope and contents of the training material to be used and establish any industry specific 
features and identify any problems that they may bring to the design, implementation and the operation of 
the system, 

5. Build and test the prototype system. 

6. Evaluate the prototype. 

7. Critically evaluate all aspects the project. 

8. Suggest future enhancements and development of the project. Both within the pensions area and 
throughout the financial services industry 

 

Deliverable for this project will be a prototype training system designed for a firm of financial advisers 
specialising in pensions and retirement planning. 
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Appendix 2 
 
 
 

ID Task Name Duration Start Finish Predecessors

1 Research into Professional Issues that may affect the project 4 days Sat 08/11/03 Sat 15/11/03
2 Research into learning styles and how they affect Computer based training systems 1.5 mons Sat 08/11/03 Sun 01/02/04
3 Evaluate and then select appropriate style for the project 2 days Sun 01/02/04 Sun 08/02/04 2
4 Research into Project Management techniques 1 wk Sat 08/11/03 Sun 16/11/03
5 Evaluate and then Select appropriate technique for the project 2 days Sun 16/11/03 Sun 23/11/03 4
6 Research into methods of connecting the HCI to the Database 2 wks Sat 08/11/03 Sun 30/11/03
7 Evaluate and then Select appropriate connection method 2 days Sat 06/12/03 Sun 07/12/03 6
8 Hold meeting with Management staff to identify requirements of the system 1 day Mon 10/11/03 Mon 10/11/03
9 Design and create prototype database using Microsoft Access 2 wks Sun 23/11/03 Sat 27/12/03 8,5
11 Design and create prototype HCI 1 mon Sun 08/02/04 Sat 10/04/04 3,5,7,8,9
12 Test Prototype 0.5 days Sat 10/04/04 Sat 10/04/04 11
13 Get users to test prototype 0.5 days Mon 12/04/04 Mon 12/04/04 12
14 Write critical Evaluation 1 wk Mon 12/04/04 Sun 25/04/04
16 Write up final report 5 days Sun 25/04/04 Thu 29/04/04
17 Bind Report 1 hr Fri 30/04/04 Fri 30/04/04 16
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Appendix 3 
 

 

 
The above diagram shows the database tables as displayed in MS Access. 

The attributes in bold are the Primary Keys 
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Appendix 4 
 

Index.html 
 
<html> 
 
<head> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" content="en-gb"> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=windows-1252"> 
<title>Welcome to Pension Training</title> 
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE="VBScript"> 
Function Enter() 
    Document.Location = "menu.htm" 
End Function 
</SCRIPT>  
</head> 
 
<body bgcolor="#FAFFDD"> 
&nbsp;<p align="center">&nbsp;</p> 
<p align="center">&nbsp;</p> 
<p align="center">&nbsp;</p> 
<p align="center">&nbsp;</p> 
<p align="center"><font size="5" face="Arial" color="#990033">Welcome to the TAG  
Wealth Management</font></p> 
<p align="center"><font size="5" face="Arial" color="#990033">Staff Pension  
Training System</font></p> 
<p align="center">&nbsp;</p> 
 
<p align="center">&nbsp;</p> 
 
<p align="center">&nbsp;</p> 
<p align="center"> 
<input name="btnEnter" type=BUTTON onClick="Enter()" value="Enter"> </p> 
</body> 
 
</html> 

Menu.html 
 

<html> 
 
<head> 
<STYLE>.time {behavior: url(#default#time2);}</STYLE> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" content="en-gb"> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=windows-1252"> 
<title>TAG Pension Training System Main Menu</title> 
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE="VBScript"> 
Function Training() 
    Document.Location = "Training.html" 
End Function 
Function Test() 
 Document.location = "Testmenu.html" 
End Function 
</SCRIPT>  
<Script language="VBScript" Event="OnClick" for="btnResults"> 
 Dim Password 
 Password = InputBox ("Enter Password (Currently 12345)") 
 Do while Password <> "12345" 
  MsgBox "Password incorrect please try again" 
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  Password = InputBox ("Enter Password") 
 Loop 
 MsgBox "Password Accepted! - System Loading" 
 window.open "results.html" 
</Script> 
</head> 
 
<body bgcolor="#FAFFDD">&nbsp;<p align="center"> 
<font face="Arial" size="5" color="#990033">Main Menu</font></p> 
<p align="center">&nbsp;</p><p align="justify"> 
<font face="Arial" 
color="#990033">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
</font></p> 
<p align="justify">&nbsp;</p> 
<p align="justify"><SPAN class="time" begin="3"><font face="Arial" 
color="#990033">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; Please  
click on the task that you would like  
to perform</font></p> 
<p align="left"><font size="4" face="Arial" 
color="#990033">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</font></p></SPAN> 
<SPAN class="time" begin="4"> 
<blockquote> 
 <blockquote> 
  <blockquote> 
   <p align="left"> 
   <input name="btnTrain" type=BUTTON onClick="Training()" value="Start 
Training"> 
   <p align="left"></span> 
   <SPAN class="time" begin="5"> 
   <input name="btnTest" type=BUTTON onClick="Test()" value="Take a Test"> 
   </p></span> 
   <SPAN class="time" begin="6"> 
   <input name="btnResults" type=button id="btnResults" value="Check 
Results">&nbsp; </SPAN> 
   <SPAN class="time" begin="6"><font face="Arial" color="#990033"> 
   Please note this is available to supervisors only</font></SPAN> 
 
   <p><SPAN class="time" begin="7"> 
   <input name="btnExit" type=button onclick=window.close value="Exit"> 
   </SPAN> 
 
   </p> 
 
</body> 
 
</html> 
 
 

Training.html 
<html> 
 
<head> 
<STYLE>.time {behavior: url(#default#time2);}</STYLE> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" content="en-gb"> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=windows-1252"> 
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<title>TAG Pension Training System Main Menu</title> 
</head> 
 
<body bgcolor="#FAFFDD"> 
<p align="center"> 
<font face="Arial" size="5" color="#990033">Training Menu</font></p> 
<p align="center">&nbsp;</p><p align="justify"> 
<font face="Arial" color="#990033">There are many  
different things within the pensions and retirement planning area that this  
system covers. It is recommended that you progress through this system in the  
order specified below, however this is not essential.</font></p> 
<p align="justify"></p> 
<p align="left"><font size="4" face="Arial" 
color="#990033">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </font> 
<font face="Arial" color="#990033">Please select the area you wish to study first</font></p> 
<blockquote> 
 <blockquote> 
  <ol style="font-family: Arial"> 
   <li> 
    
        <p align="left" style="line-height: 200%"> <font face="Arial" size="4" color="#0000FF">  
          <u>   
          <a href="Construct.html">What is a pension</a></u> </font> <font size="4" face="Arial" 
color="#990033"> &nbsp; 
  </font> <font size="2" face="Arial" color="#990033"> (Under Construction)</p> 
   </li> 
   </font> <font size="4" face="Arial" color="#990033">  
   <li> 
   <p align="left" style="line-height: 200%"> 
   <font size="4" color="#990033"> 
   <a href="Construct.html">Rules and Regulations (Including  
   Regulatory Bodies)</a></font>&nbsp;&nbsp; </font>  
   <font size="2" face="Arial" color="#990033"> (Under Construction)</p></li> 
   </font> <font size="4" face="Arial" color="#990033">  
   <li> 
   <p align="left" style="line-height: 200%"> 
   <font size="4" face="Arial" color="#990033"> 
   <a href="Construct.html">Statutory or Government 
Pensions</a>&nbsp;&nbsp; </font> 
   </font> 
   <font size="2" face="Arial" color="#990033"> 
   (Under Construction)</p> 
   </li> 
   </font> 
   <font size="4" face="Arial" color="#990033"> 
   <font size="4" face="Arial" color="#990033">  
   <li> 
   <p align="left" style="line-height: 200%"> 
   <font size="4" face="Arial" color="#0000FF"><u> 
   <a href="PersonalPensions.html">Personal Pensions</a></u></font></p> 
   </li> 
   <li> 
   <p align="left" style="line-height: 200%"> 
   <font size="4" face="Arial" color="#990033"> 
   <a href="Construct.html">Corporate Pensions</a>&nbsp;&nbsp; </font> 
   </font></font> 
   <font size="2" face="Arial" color="#990033"> 
   (Under Construction)</p> 
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   </li> 
   </font> 
   <font size="4" face="Arial" color="#990033"> 
   <font size="4" face="Arial" color="#990033"> 
   <font size="4" face="Arial" color="#990033">  
   <li> 
   <p align="left" style="line-height: 200%"> 
   <font size="4" face="Arial" color="#990033"> 
   <a href="Construct.html">Annuities</a>&nbsp;&nbsp; 
</font></font></font></font> 
   <font size="2" face="Arial" color="#990033"> 
   (Under Construction)</p></li> 
   </font> 
   <font size="4" face="Arial" color="#990033"> 
   <font size="4" face="Arial" color="#990033"> 
   <font size="4" face="Arial" color="#990033"> 
   <font size="4" face="Arial" color="#990033">  
   <li> 
   <p align="left" style="line-height: 200%"> 
   <font size="4"><a href="menu.htm">Back</a></font></p></li> 
  </ol> 
 </blockquote> 
</blockquote> 
 
</font></font></font> 
 
</body> 
 
</html> 
 

Personal Pensions.html 
 
<html xmlns:t = "urn:schemas-microsoft-com:time"> 
<head> 
<style> 
 .time  { behavior: url(#default#TIME2); } 
 <!-- Remember to spell "behavior" the American way --> 
</style> 
<?IMPORT namespace="t" implementation=#default#time2"> 
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE="VBScript"> 
Function Training() 
 Document.Location = "Training.html"  
End Function 
Function Construct() 
 Document.location = "Construct.html" 
End Function 
</SCRIPT>  
<title>TAG Pension Training System - Personal Pensions</title> 
</head> 
 
<body bgcolor="#FAFFDD"> 
<div align="center">&nbsp;<font face="Arial" size="5" color="#990033">Personal  
  Pensions</font> </div> 
<p align="center" style="margin-top: 0; margin-bottom: 0">&nbsp;</p> 
<p align="justify" style="margin-top: 0; margin-bottom: 0"> 
<font face="Arial" color="#990033">Personal Pensions were introduced by the  
1986 Finance Act , and were available for use from 1<sup>ST</sup> July 1988.</font></p> 
<p align="justify" style="margin-top: 0; margin-bottom: 0"> 
&nbsp;</p> 
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<p align="justify" style="margin-top: 0; margin-bottom: 0"> 
<font face="Arial" color="#990033">Currently they 
are provided by a large number of institutions including: </font></p> 
<blockquote> 
 <blockquote> 
  <ul style="font-family: Arial"> 
   <li> 
   <p align="left" style="line-height: 200%"><font color="#990033"> 
   Banks</font></p></li> 
   <li> 
   <p align="left" style="line-height: 200%"><font color="#990033"> 
   Building Society's</font></p></li> 
   <li> 
   <p align="left" style="line-height: 200%"><font color="#990033">Unit  
   Trust groups</font></p></li> 
   <li> 
   <p align="left" style="line-height: 200%"><font color="#990033"> 
   Insurance Companies</font></p></li> 
   <li> 
   <p align="left" style="line-height: 200%"><font color="#990033"> 
   Friendly Societies</font></p></li> 
  </ul> 
 </blockquote> 
</blockquote> 
<p align="justify" style="margin-top: 0; margin-bottom: 0">&nbsp;</p> 
<p align="justify" style="margin-top: 0; margin-bottom: 0"> 
<font face="Arial" color="#990033">Personal Pension Plans enable the self  
employed, employees with non-pensionable employment, and those earning less than  
£30,000 per annum in a corporate pension scheme to earn pension benefits in their  
own right.</font></p> 
<p align="center">  
  <input name="btnTrain" type=BUTTON onClick="Training()" value="Training Menu"> 
  <input name="btnNext" type=BUTTON onClick="Construct()" value="Next Subject"> 
</p> 
<p style="margin-top: 0; margin-bottom: 0" align="center"><font face="Arial" color="#990033">If you 
would like to  
use the audio part of this system please use the controls below</font></p> 
<p style="margin-top: 0; margin-bottom: 0" align="center"> 
<font face="Arial" color="#990033">&nbsp;</p> 
 
<t:audio id="Control" class="time"  
 begin="MediaBtnStart.click"  
 end="MediaBtnStop.click"  
 src="pension.wav"> 
</t:audio> 
 
<CENTER><button id="MediaBtnStart">Start the audio</button> 
<BUTTON id="pauseBtn" onClick="control.pauseElement()"> Pause </BUTTON>  
<BUTTON id="ResumeBtn" onClick="control.resumeElement()"> Resume </BUTTON>  
<button id="MediaBtnStop">Stop  the audio</button>  
</CENTER> 
 
</body> 
 
</html> 
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Construct.html 
 
<html> 
 
<head> 
 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=windows-1252"> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" content="en-gb"> 
 
 
<meta name="description" content="This page is still under construction, but will feature in the final 
system"> 
 
 
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE="VBScript"> 
Function Training() 
    Document.Location = "Training.html" 
End Function 
</SCRIPT>   
 
<title>TAG Pension Training System - Under Construction</title> 
 
</head> 
 
<body bgcolor="#FAFFDD"> 
<p align="center">&nbsp;</p> 
<p align="center">&nbsp;</p> 
<p align="center"> 
<img src="j02406957.gif" width="192" height="154"></p> 
<p align="center"><font face="Arial" color="#990033">This Page is still under  
construction</font></p> 
<p align="center"><font face="Arial" color="#990033">but will feature in the  
final system</font></p> 
&nbsp;<p align="center"> 
<a href = "javascript:history.back()"> Go Back </a> 
</p> 
</body> 
</html> 

Results.html 
 

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN"> 
<HTML xmlns="http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-html40" xmlns:o =  
"urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office" xmlns:x =  
"urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:excel" xmlns:a =  
"urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:access" xmlns:dt =  
"uuid:C2F41010-65B3-11d1-A29F-00AA00C14882"><HEAD><TITLE>Results</TITLE><LINK  
href="Results_files/filelist.xml" type=text/xml rel=File-List> 
<META content=Access.Application name=ProgId> 
<META name=VBSForEventHandlers VALUE="TRUE"> 
<META http-equiv=Content-Type content="text/html; charset=windows-1252"> 
<META content=10.00.3420 name=DesignerVersion> 
<META content="HTML 4.0" name=vs_targetSchema> 
<META content="MSHTML 6.00.2800.1400" name=GENERATOR></HEAD> 
<BODY style="OVERFLOW: auto" text=#990033 vLink=#800080 link=#0000ff  
bgColor=#faffdd> 
<OBJECT id=MSODSC tabIndex=-1  
classid=CLSID:0002E553-0000-0000-C000-000000000046><PARAM NAME="XMLData" 
VALUE="<xml  
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xmlns:a=&quot;urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:access&quot;>&#13;&#10;  
 
<a:DataSourceControl>&#13;&#10;  <a:OWCVersion>10.0.0.5605         
</a:OWCVersion>&#13;&#10;  
 
 <a:ConnectionString>Provider=Microsoft.Jet.OLEDB.4.0;User ID=Admin;Data Source=C:\PB  
 
Project\Pension.mdb;Mode=Share Deny None;Extended Properties=&amp;quot;&amp;quot;;Persist  
 
Security Info=False;Jet OLEDB:System database=&amp;quot;&amp;quot;;Jet OLEDB:Registry  
 
Path=&amp;quot;&amp;quot;;Jet OLEDB:Database Password=&amp;quot;&amp;quot;;Jet 
OLEDB:Engine  
 
Type=0;Jet OLEDB:Database Locking Mode=1;Jet OLEDB:Global Partial Bulk Ops=2;Jet  
 
OLEDB:Global Bulk Transactions=1;Jet OLEDB:New Database 
Password=&amp;quot;&amp;quot;;Jet  
 
OLEDB:Create System Database=False;Jet OLEDB:Encrypt Database=False;Jet OLEDB:Don't Copy  
 
Locale on Compact=False;Jet OLEDB:Compact Without Replica Repair=False;Jet  
 
OLEDB:SFP=False</a:ConnectionString>&#13;&#10;  
<a:MaxRecords>10000</a:MaxRecords>&#13;&#10;  
 
 <a:GridX>10</a:GridX>&#13;&#10;  <a:GridY>10</a:GridY>&#13;&#10;   
 
<a:OfflineType>2</a:OfflineType>&#13;&#10;  <a:XMLLocation>0</a:XMLLocation>&#13;&#10;   
 
<a:XMLDataTarget></a:XMLDataTarget>&#13;&#10;   
 
<a:ConnectionFile></a:ConnectionFile>&#13;&#10;  <a:ElementExtension>&#13;&#10;    
 
<a:ElementID>Question</a:ElementID>&#13;&#10;    
 
<a:ControlSource>Question</a:ControlSource>&#13;&#10;    
 
<a:ChildLabel>Question_Label</a:ChildLabel>&#13;&#10;  </a:ElementExtension>&#13;&#10;   
 
<a:ElementExtension>&#13;&#10;   <a:ElementID>navlblUser</a:ElementID>&#13;&#10;    
 
<a:RecordsetLabel>UsrAnswer |0 of |2;UsrAnswer |0-|1 of |2</a:RecordsetLabel>&#13;&#10;   
 
</a:ElementExtension>&#13;&#10;  <a:ElementExtension>&#13;&#10;    
 
<a:ElementID>FirstName1</a:ElementID>&#13;&#10;   <a:ControlSource>First  
 
Name</a:ControlSource>&#13;&#10;   <a:ChildLabel>FirstName1_Label</a:ChildLabel>&#13;&#10;   
 
</a:ElementExtension>&#13;&#10;  <a:ElementExtension>&#13;&#10;    
 
<a:ElementID>Surname1</a:ElementID>&#13;&#10;    
 
<a:ControlSource>Surname</a:ControlSource>&#13;&#10;    
 
<a:ChildLabel>Surname1_Label</a:ChildLabel>&#13;&#10;  </a:ElementExtension>&#13;&#10;   
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<a:ElementExtension>&#13;&#10;   <a:ElementID>UsrAnswer</a:ElementID>&#13;&#10;    
 
<a:ControlSource>UsrAnswer</a:ControlSource>&#13;&#10;    
 
<a:ChildLabel>lblUserAnswer</a:ChildLabel>&#13;&#10;  </a:ElementExtension>&#13;&#10;   
 
<a:GroupLevel>&#13;&#10;   <a:RecordSource>UsrAnswer</a:RecordSource>&#13;&#10;    
 
<a:DefaultSort></a:DefaultSort>&#13;&#10;    
 
<a:HeaderElementId>HeaderUsrAnswer</a:HeaderElementId>&#13;&#10;    
 
<a:FooterElementId></a:FooterElementId>&#13;&#10;    
 
<a:CaptionElementId></a:CaptionElementId>&#13;&#10;    
 
<a:RecordNavigationElementId></a:RecordNavigationElementId>&#13;&#10;    
 
<a:DataPageSize>1</a:DataPageSize>&#13;&#10;    
 
<a:GroupFilterControl></a:GroupFilterControl>&#13;&#10;   <a:NoAllowEdits/>&#13;&#10;    
 
<a:NoAllowAdditions/>&#13;&#10;   <a:NoAllowDeletions/>&#13;&#10;    
 
<a:AlternateRowColor>whitesmoke</a:AlternateRowColor>&#13;&#10;  </a:GroupLevel>&#13;&#10;   
 
<a:Datamodel a:version=&quot;0816&quot;>&#13;&#10;   <a:SchemaRowsource  
 
a:id=&quot;Question&quot; a:type=&quot;dscTable&quot;>&#13;&#10;    <a:SchemaField  
 
a:id=&quot;QRef&quot; a:datatype=&quot;3&quot; a:size=&quot;0&quot;  
 
a:iskey=&quot;1&quot;/>&#13;&#10;    <a:SchemaField a:id=&quot;Question&quot;  
 
a:datatype=&quot;130&quot; a:size=&quot;100&quot;/>&#13;&#10;    
 
</a:SchemaRowsource>&#13;&#10;   <a:SchemaRowsource a:id=&quot;User&quot;  
 
a:type=&quot;dscTable&quot;>&#13;&#10;    <a:SchemaField a:id=&quot;ID No&quot;  
 
a:datatype=&quot;3&quot; a:size=&quot;0&quot; a:iskey=&quot;1&quot;/>&#13;&#10;     
 
<a:SchemaField a:id=&quot;First Name&quot; a:datatype=&quot;130&quot;  
 
a:size=&quot;50&quot;/>&#13;&#10;    <a:SchemaField a:id=&quot;Surname&quot;  
 
a:datatype=&quot;130&quot; a:size=&quot;50&quot;/>&#13;&#10;    <a:SchemaField  
 
a:id=&quot;Employee&quot; a:datatype=&quot;11&quot; a:size=&quot;2&quot;/>&#13;&#10;     
 
<a:SchemaField a:id=&quot;Supervisor&quot; a:datatype=&quot;11&quot;  
 
a:size=&quot;2&quot;/>&#13;&#10;    <a:SchemaField a:id=&quot;Department ID&quot;  
 
a:datatype=&quot;3&quot; a:size=&quot;0&quot;/>&#13;&#10;   </a:SchemaRowsource>&#13;&#10;    
 
<a:SchemaRowsource a:id=&quot;UsrAnswer&quot; a:type=&quot;dscTable&quot;>&#13;&#10;     
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<a:SchemaField a:id=&quot;ID No&quot; a:datatype=&quot;3&quot; a:size=&quot;0&quot;  
 
a:iskey=&quot;1&quot;/>&#13;&#10;    <a:SchemaField a:id=&quot;QRef&quot;  
 
a:datatype=&quot;3&quot; a:size=&quot;0&quot; a:iskey=&quot;1&quot;/>&#13;&#10;     
 
<a:SchemaField a:id=&quot;UsrAnswerRef&quot; a:datatype=&quot;3&quot; a:size=&quot;0&quot;  
 
a:iskey=&quot;1&quot;/>&#13;&#10;    <a:SchemaField a:id=&quot;UsrAnswer&quot;  
 
a:datatype=&quot;130&quot; a:size=&quot;50&quot;/>&#13;&#10;    
 
</a:SchemaRowsource>&#13;&#10;   <a:RecordsetDef a:id=&quot;UsrAnswer&quot;>&#13;&#10;     
 
<a:PageField a:id=&quot;ID No&quot;/>&#13;&#10;    <a:PageField a:id=&quot;QRef1&quot;  
 
a:source=&quot;QRef&quot;/>&#13;&#10;    <a:PageField  
 
a:id=&quot;UsrAnswerRef&quot;/>&#13;&#10;    <a:PageField  
 
a:id=&quot;UsrAnswer&quot;/>&#13;&#10;    <a:PageRowsource a:id=&quot;Question&quot;  
 
a:lookupsource=&quot;UsrAnswer&quot;&#13;&#10;      
 
a:relationship=&quot;QuestionUsrAnswer&quot;>&#13;&#10;     <a:PageField  
 
a:id=&quot;QRef&quot;/>&#13;&#10;     <a:PageField a:id=&quot;Question&quot;/>&#13;&#10;      
 
<a:RelatedField a:primary=&quot;QRef&quot; a:foreign=&quot;QRef1&quot;/>&#13;&#10;     
 
</a:PageRowsource>&#13;&#10;    <a:PageRowsource a:id=&quot;User&quot;  
 
a:lookupsource=&quot;UsrAnswer&quot;&#13;&#10;      
 
a:relationship=&quot;UserUsrAnswer&quot;>&#13;&#10;     <a:PageField a:id=&quot;ID No1&quot;  
 
a:source=&quot;ID No&quot;/>&#13;&#10;     <a:PageField a:id=&quot;First  
 
Name&quot;/>&#13;&#10;     <a:PageField a:id=&quot;Surname&quot;/>&#13;&#10;      
 
<a:RelatedField a:primary=&quot;ID No1&quot; a:foreign=&quot;ID No&quot;/>&#13;&#10;     
 
</a:PageRowsource>&#13;&#10;   </a:RecordsetDef>&#13;&#10;  </a:Datamodel>&#13;&#10;  
 
</a:DataSourceControl>&#13;&#10;</xml>"></OBJECT> 
<META content="MSHTML 6.00.2800.1400" name=GENERATOR> 
<STYLE id=MSODAPDEFAULTS type=text/css>.MSTheme-Label { 
 BORDER-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-RIGHT: 3px; BORDER-TOP: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 3px;  
 
FONT-SIZE: 8pt; OVERFLOW: visible; BORDER-LEFT: 0px; WIDTH: 2.539cm; BORDER-BOTTOM: 
0px;  
 
FONT-FAMILY: Arial; HEIGHT: 0.396cm; TEXT-ALIGN: left 
} 
.MsoTextbox { 
 PADDING-RIGHT: 3px; PADDING-LEFT: 3px; FONT-SIZE: 8pt; OVERFLOW: hidden; 
WIDTH:  
 
2.539cm; FONT-FAMILY: Arial; HEIGHT: 0.502cm 
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} 
.MsoBoundSpan { 
 BORDER-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-RIGHT: 3px; BORDER-TOP: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 3px;  
 
FONT-SIZE: 8pt; OVERFLOW: hidden; BORDER-LEFT: 0px; BORDER-BOTTOM: 0px; FONT-
FAMILY: Arial;  
 
TEXT-ALIGN: left 
} 
.MsoHyperlinkDisplayText { 
 BORDER-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-RIGHT: 3px; BORDER-TOP: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 3px;  
 
FONT-SIZE: 8pt; OVERFLOW: hidden; BORDER-LEFT: 0px; CURSOR: hand; BORDER-BOTTOM: 
0px;  
 
FONT-FAMILY: Arial; TEXT-ALIGN: left 
} 
.Mso2dSection { 
 LEFT: 0px; BEHAVIOR: url(#DEFAULT#Mso2dSection); OVERFLOW: hidden; POSITION:  
 
relative; TOP: 0px; BACKGROUND-COLOR: transparent 
} 
.Mso2dSectionBanner { 
 PADDING-RIGHT: 4px; DISPLAY: none; PADDING-LEFT: 4px; FONT-WEIGHT: normal;  
 
FONT-SIZE: 8pt; LEFT: 0px; BEHAVIOR: url(#DEFAULT#Mso2dSectionBanner); OVERFLOW: 
visible;  
 
PADDING-TOP: 2px; FONT-FAMILY: Arial; TOP: 0px; HEIGHT: 0.507cm; BACKGROUND-COLOR:  
 
buttonface 
} 
.MsoRectangle { 
 BORDER-RIGHT: black 1px solid; BORDER-TOP: black 1px solid; OVERFLOW: hidden;  
 
BORDER-LEFT: black 1px solid; BORDER-BOTTOM: black 1px solid 
} 
.MsoTitle { 
 DISPLAY: none; FONT-WEIGHT: normal; COLOR: inactivecaptiontext 
} 
.MsoExpandCollapse { 
 CURSOR: hand 
} 
.MsoNavContainer { 
 BORDER-RIGHT: gainsboro 1px solid; BORDER-TOP: gainsboro 1px solid; Z-INDEX: -1;  
 
BORDER-LEFT: gainsboro 1px solid; CURSOR: hand; BORDER-BOTTOM: gainsboro 1px solid; 
HEIGHT:  
 
25px; BACKGROUND-COLOR: gainsboro 
} 
.MsoNavButton { 
 BORDER-RIGHT: gainsboro 1px solid; BORDER-TOP: gainsboro 1px solid; BORDER-LEFT:  
 
gainsboro 1px solid; CURSOR: auto; BORDER-BOTTOM: gainsboro 1px solid; BACKGROUND-
REPEAT:  
 
no-repeat 
} 
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.MsoNavButtonMouseOver { 
 BORDER-RIGHT: highlight 1px solid; BORDER-TOP: highlight 1px solid; BORDER-LEFT:  
 
highlight 1px solid; BORDER-BOTTOM: highlight 1px solid; BACKGROUND-COLOR: buttonhighlight 
} 
.MsoNavToggleButtonMouseOver { 
 BORDER-RIGHT: buttonshadow 1px solid; BORDER-TOP: buttonshadow 1px solid;  
 
BORDER-LEFT: buttonshadow 1px solid; BORDER-BOTTOM: buttonshadow 1px solid;  
 
BACKGROUND-REPEAT: no-repeat; BACKGROUND-COLOR: buttonshadow 
} 
.MsoNavButtonMouseDown { 
 BORDER-RIGHT: buttonshadow 1px solid; BORDER-TOP: buttonshadow 1px solid;  
 
BORDER-LEFT: buttonshadow 1px solid; CURSOR: hand; BORDER-BOTTOM: buttonshadow 1px 
solid;  
 
BACKGROUND-COLOR: buttonshadow 
} 
.MsoNavRecordsetLabel { 
 BORDER-RIGHT: gainsboro 1px solid; BORDER-TOP: gainsboro 1px solid; PADDING-LEFT:  
 
0px; FONT-SIZE: 8pt; OVERFLOW: hidden; BORDER-LEFT: gainsboro 1px solid; WIDTH: 100%;  
 
CURSOR: default; PADDING-TOP: 0px; BORDER-BOTTOM: gainsboro 1px solid; FONT-FAMILY: 
Arial;  
 
POSITION: relative 
} 
.MsoRecordSelector { 
 BORDER-RIGHT: buttonshadow 1px solid; BORDER-TOP: buttonshadow 1px solid; 
OVERFLOW:  
 
hidden; BORDER-LEFT: buttonshadow 1px solid; BORDER-BOTTOM: buttonshadow 1px solid; 
HEIGHT:  
 
100%; BACKGROUND-COLOR: gainsboro 
} 
.MsoRecordSelectorCurrent { 
 BACKGROUND-POSITION: 1px 0px; BACKGROUND-IMAGE: url(owc://GIF/#11240);  
 
BACKGROUND-REPEAT: no-repeat 
} 
.MsoRecordSelectorSelectedImage { 
 BACKGROUND-POSITION: 1px 0px; BACKGROUND-IMAGE: url(owc://GIF/#11241);  
 
BACKGROUND-REPEAT: no-repeat 
} 
.MsoRecordSelectorSelected { 
 BORDER-RIGHT: buttonshadow 1px solid; BORDER-TOP: buttonshadow 1px solid; LEFT: 
0px;  
 
OVERFLOW: hidden; BORDER-LEFT: buttonshadow 1px solid; BORDER-BOTTOM: buttonshadow 
1px  
 
solid; TOP: 0px; HEIGHT: 100%; BACKGROUND-COLOR: buttonshadow 
} 
.MsoRecordSelectorDirtyCurrent { 
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 BACKGROUND-POSITION: -1px 0px; BACKGROUND-IMAGE: url(owc://GIF/#11242);  
 
BACKGROUND-REPEAT: no-repeat 
} 
.MsoRecordSelectorDirty { 
 BACKGROUND-POSITION: -1px 0px; BACKGROUND-IMAGE: url(owc://GIF/#11245);  
 
BACKGROUND-REPEAT: no-repeat 
} 
.MsoRecordSelectorTransparent { 
 LEFT: 0px; OVERFLOW: hidden; TOP: 0px 
} 
HR { 
 COLOR: black 
} 
SELECT { 
 FONT-SIZE: 8pt; FONT-FAMILY: Arial 
} 
INPUT { 
 FONT-SIZE: 8pt; FONT-FAMILY: Arial 
} 
BODY { 
 FONT-SIZE: 10pt; FONT-FAMILY: Arial 
} 
MARQUEE { 
 FONT-SIZE: 8pt; FONT-FAMILY: Arial 
} 
LEGEND { 
 FONT-SIZE: 8pt; FONT-FAMILY: Arial 
} 
BUTTON { 
 FONT-SIZE: 8pt; FONT-FAMILY: Arial 
} 
TEXTAREA { 
 FONT-SIZE: 8pt; FONT-FAMILY: Arial 
} 
</STYLE> 
 
<SCRIPT language=Javascript id=MSODSC_Validation> 
validateBrowser(); 
 
function validateBrowser() { 
 strVers=navigator.appVersion 
 strName=navigator.appName 
 strPlat=navigator.platform 
 intIndex1=strVers.indexOf("MSIE"); 
 intIndex1=intIndex1+5 
 intIndex2=strVers.lastIndexOf(";"); 
 intVer=strVers.substring(intIndex1, intIndex2) 
 intVer=parseInt(intVer) 
 if (strName=="Microsoft Internet Explorer" && strPlat=="Win32" && intVer>="5") { 
 validateOWC(); 
 } 
 else { 
  strMsgGetIE="<TABLE cellSpacing=0 cellPadding=0 width='95%' border=0  
 
height='8'><TR>" 
  strMsgGetIE+="<TD bgColor='#336699' height=25 width=15>&nbsp;</TD><TD  
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bgColor='#666666' width=500px><FONT face=Arial " 
  strMsgGetIE+="size=4 color=white><b>&nbsp;Data Access Page  
 
Notification</B></FONT></TD></TR>" 
  strMsgGetIE+="<TR><TD bgColor='#cccccc' width=15>&nbsp;</TD><TD  
 
bgColor='#cccccc' width=500px><BR>" 
  strMsgGetIE+="<p><font face='Arial' size='2'>" 
  strMsgGetIE+="This page requires Windows IE 5.0 or higher.</p>" 
  strMsgGetIE+="<a  
 
href='http://www.microsoft.com/isapi/redir.dll?Prd=Office&Sbp=Access&Pver=10&Ar=DPdesigner&S 
 
ba=IEhome&Plcid=1033'><p align='center'>" 
  strMsgGetIE+="Click here to install the latest version of Internet  
 
Explorer.</a></font></p><br></TD></TR></TABLE>" 
  document.write(strMsgGetIE) 
 } 
} 
 
function validateOWC() { 
 if (MSODSC.object==null) { 
  strMsgGetOWC="<TABLE width='95%' cellpadding=0 cellspacing=0 border=0  
 
height='8'>" 
  strMsgGetOWC+="<TR><TD bgColor='#336699' height=25 
width=15>&nbsp;</TD><TD  
 
bgColor='#666666' width=500px>" 
  strMsgGetOWC+="<FONT face=Arial color=white size=4><B>&nbsp;&nbsp;" 
  strMsgGetOWC+="Data Access Page 
Notification</B></FONT></TD></TR><TR><TD  
 
bgColor='#cccccc' width=15>&nbsp;</TD>" 
  strMsgGetOWC+="<TD bgColor='#cccccc' width='500px'><BR>" 
  strMsgGetOWC+="<p><font face='Arial' size='2'>This page requires the  
 
Microsoft Office Web Components.</p>" 
  strMsgGetOWC+="</font><p><font face='Arial' size='2'>See the <a  
 
HRef='http://r.office.microsoft.com/r/rlidmsowcpub?clid=1033&p1=Microsoft  
 
Access&HelpLCID=1033'>Microsoft Office Web site</a> for more information. " 
  strMsgGetOWC+="</font></p><BR></TD></TR></TABLE>" 
  document.write(strMsgGetOWC) 
 } 
} 
 
</SCRIPT> 
<!--[if gte mso 9]><xml> 
 <o:DocumentProperties> 
  <o:Author>Peter Best</o:Author> 
  <o:LastAuthor>Peter Best</o:LastAuthor> 
  <o:Revision>5</o:Revision> 
  <o:TotalTime>4</o:TotalTime> 
  <o:Created>2004-07-25T09:31:38Z</o:Created> 
  <o:LastSaved>2004-07-28T10:50:36Z</o:LastSaved> 
  <o:Version>11.5606</o:Version> 
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 </o:DocumentProperties> 
</xml><![endif]--> 
<CENTER> 
<H1 class="" id=HeadingText><FONT face=Arial>Questions &amp; User  
Answers</FONT></H1></CENTER> 
<P><FONT face=Arial></FONT>&nbsp;</P> 
<DIV class=Mso2dSectionBanner id=HeaderUsrAnswerBanner  
style="MARGIN-LEFT: 0px; WIDTH: 20.691cm" tabIndex=-1><SPAN  
id=HeaderUsrAnswerBannerCaption>Header: UsrAnswer</SPAN></DIV> 
<DIV class=Mso2dSection id=HeaderUsrAnswer  
style="VISIBILITY: inherit; MARGIN-LEFT: 0px; WIDTH: 20.691cm; HEIGHT: 4.895cm"><SPAN  
class=MSTheme-Label id=Question_Label  
style="LEFT: 3.018cm; OVERFLOW: hidden; WIDTH: 1.507cm; FONT-FAMILY: Arial; POSITION:  
 
absolute; TOP: 1.006cm; HEIGHT: 0.396cm">Question:</SPAN><TEXTAREA class=MsoTextbox  
 
id=Question style="Z-INDEX: 1; LEFT: 5.001cm; WIDTH: 13.026cm; FONT-FAMILY: Arial; 
POSITION:  
 
absolute; TOP: 1.006cm; HEIGHT: 1.974cm" tabIndex=15 rows=1 cols=25  
 
MsoTextAlign="General"></TEXTAREA>  
 
<TABLE class=MsoNavContainer id=RecordNavigation0  
style="Z-INDEX: 2; LEFT: 189px; WIDTH: 491px; POSITION: absolute; TOP: 132px; HEIGHT: 24px"  
tabIndex=30 cellSpacing=0 cellPadding=0> 
  <TBODY> 
  <TR> 
    <TD class=MsoNavButton style="WIDTH: 20px; HEIGHT: 20px"><IMG  
      class=MsoNavFirst id=UsrAnswerNavFirst tabIndex=16 height=20  
      src="owc://GIF/#11200" width=20></TD> 
    <TD class=MsoNavButton style="WIDTH: 20px; HEIGHT: 20px"><IMG  
      class=MsoNavPrevious id=UsrAnswerNavPrevious tabIndex=17 height=20  
      src="owc://GIF/#11202" width=20></TD> 
    <TD style="VERTICAL-ALIGN: middle; WIDTH: 100%; TEXT-ALIGN: center"  
      noWrap><SPAN class=MsoNavRecordsetLabel id=UsrAnswerNavLabel  
      style="VISIBILITY: hidden; WIDTH: 84.84%; HEIGHT: 15px"  
      tabIndex=18>UsrAnswer |0 of |2</SPAN></TD> 
    <TD class=MsoNavButton style="WIDTH: 20px; HEIGHT: 20px"><IMG  
      class=MsoNavNext id=UsrAnswerNavNext tabIndex=19 height=20  
      src="owc://GIF/#11204" width=20></TD> 
    <TD class=MsoNavButton style="WIDTH: 20px; HEIGHT: 20px"><IMG  
      class=MsoNavLast id=UsrAnswerNavLast tabIndex=20 height=20  
      src="owc://GIF/#11206" width=20></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
<P>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;  
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;  
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </P> 
<P><SPAN class=MSTheme-Label id=FirstName1_Label  
style="FONT-FAMILY: Arial">First  
Name:</SPAN>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
&nbsp;&n 
 
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;  
<TEXTAREA class=MsoTextbox id=FirstName1 style="Z-INDEX: 3; FONT-FAMILY: Arial" 
tabIndex=35  
 
MsoTextAlign="General"></TEXTAREA>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nb
sp;&nbs 
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p;&nbsp;&nbsp;  
<SPAN class=MSTheme-Label id=Surname1_Label  
style="FONT-FAMILY:  
 
Arial">Surname:</SPAN>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p;&nbs 
 
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;  
<TEXTAREA class=MsoTextbox id=Surname1 style="Z-INDEX: 4; FONT-FAMILY: Arial" tabIndex=36  
 
MsoTextAlign="General"></TEXTAREA></P> 
<P><SPAN class=MSTheme-Label id=lblUserAnswer style="FONT-FAMILY: Arial">User's  
Answer:</SPAN>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
;&nbsp; 
 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;  
<TEXTAREA class=MsoTextbox id=UsrAnswer style="Z-INDEX: 5; WIDTH: 3.946cm; FONT-FAMILY:  
 
Arial; HEIGHT: 0.502cm" tabIndex=37 cols=1  
 
MsoTextAlign="General"></TEXTAREA></P></BODY></HTML> 
 

Testmenu.html 
 

<html> 
 
<head> 
<STYLE>.time {behavior: url(#default#time2);}</STYLE> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" content="en-gb"> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=windows-1252"> 
<title>TAG Pension Training System Main Menu</title> 
</head> 
 
<body bgcolor="#FAFFDD"> 
<p align="center"> 
<font face="Arial" size="5" color="#990033">Test Menu</font></p> 
<p align="center">&nbsp;</p><p align="justify"> 
<font face="Arial" color="#990033">There are many  
different things within the pensions and retirement planning area that this  
system covers.</font></p> 
<p align="justify"> 
<font face="Arial" color="#990033">This menu allows you to select which test you  
would like to take after you have completed the relevant training section</font></p> 
<p align="justify"></p> 
<p align="left"><font size="4" face="Arial" 
color="#990033">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </font> 
<font face="Arial" color="#990033">Please select the area you wish to study first</font></p> 
<blockquote> 
 <blockquote> 
  <ol style="font-family: Arial"> 
   <li> 
    
        <p align="left" style="line-height: 200%"> <font face="Arial" size="4" color="#0000FF">  
          <u>   
          <a href="Construct.html">What is a pension</a></u> </font> <font size="4" face="Arial" 
color="#990033"> &nbsp; 
  </font> <font size="2" face="Arial" color="#990033"> (Under Construction)</p> 
   </li> 
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   </font> <font size="4" face="Arial" color="#990033">  
   <li> 
   <p align="left" style="line-height: 200%"> 
   <font size="4" color="#990033"> 
   <a href="Construct.html">Rules and Regulations (Including  
   Regulatory Bodies)</a></font>&nbsp;&nbsp; </font>  
   <font size="2" face="Arial" color="#990033"> (Under Construction)</p></li> 
   </font> <font size="4" face="Arial" color="#990033">  
   <li> 
   <p align="left" style="line-height: 200%"> 
   <font size="4" face="Arial" color="#990033"> 
   <a href="Construct.html">Statutory or Government 
Pensions</a>&nbsp;&nbsp; </font> 
   </font> 
   <font size="2" face="Arial" color="#990033"> 
   (Under Construction)</p> 
   </li> 
   </font> 
   <font size="4" face="Arial" color="#990033"> 
   <font size="4" face="Arial" color="#990033">  
   <li> 
   <p align="left" style="line-height: 200%"> 
   <font size="4" face="Arial" color="#0000FF"><u> 
   <a href="PPP%20Test.html">Personal Pensions</a></u></font></p> 
   </li> 
   <li> 
   <p align="left" style="line-height: 200%"> 
   <font size="4" face="Arial" color="#990033"> 
   <a href="Construct.html">Corporate Pensions</a>&nbsp;&nbsp; </font> 
   </font></font> 
   <font size="2" face="Arial" color="#990033"> 
   (Under Construction)</p> 
   </li> 
   </font> 
   <font size="4" face="Arial" color="#990033"> 
   <font size="4" face="Arial" color="#990033"> 
   <font size="4" face="Arial" color="#990033">  
   <li> 
   <p align="left" style="line-height: 200%"> 
   <font size="4" face="Arial" color="#990033"> 
   <a href="Construct.html">Annuities</a>&nbsp;&nbsp; 
</font></font></font></font> 
   <font size="2" face="Arial" color="#990033"> 
   (Under Construction)</p></li> 
   </font> 
   <font size="4" face="Arial" color="#990033"> 
   <font size="4" face="Arial" color="#990033"> 
   <font size="4" face="Arial" color="#990033"> 
   <font size="4" face="Arial" color="#990033">  
   <li> 
   <p align="left" style="line-height: 200%"> 
   <font size="4"><a href = "javascript:history.back()"> Go back 
</a></font></p></li> 
  </ol> 
 </blockquote> 
</blockquote> 
 
</font></font></font> 
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</body> 
 
</html> 
 

PPPTest.html 
 

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN"> 
<HTML xmlns="http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-html40" xmlns:o =  
"urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office" xmlns:x =  
"urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:excel" xmlns:a =  
"urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:access" xmlns:dt =  
"uuid:C2F41010-65B3-11d1-A29F-00AA00C14882"><HEAD><TITLE>Personal Pension 
Test</TITLE> 
<META content=Access.Application name=ProgId> 
<META name=VBSForEventHandlers VALUE="TRUE"> 
<META http-equiv=Content-Type content="text/html; charset=windows-1252"> 
<META content=10.00.3420 name=DesignerVersion> 
<META content="HTML 4.0" name=vs_targetSchema> 
<META content="MSHTML 6.00.2800.1400" name=GENERATOR></HEAD> 
<BODY style="OVERFLOW: auto" text=#990033 vLink=#800080 link=#0000ff  
bgColor=#faffdd> 
<OBJECT id=MSODSC tabIndex=-1  
classid=CLSID:0002E553-0000-0000-C000-000000000046><PARAM NAME="XMLData" 
VALUE="<xml xmlns:a=&quot;urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:access&quot;>&#13;&#10; 
<a:DataSourceControl>&#13;&#10;  <a:OWCVersion>10.0.0.5605         
</a:OWCVersion>&#13;&#10;  <a:ConnectionString>Provider=Microsoft.Jet.OLEDB.4.0;User 
ID=Admin;Data Source=C:\PB Project\Pension.mdb;Mode=Share Deny None;Extended 
Properties=&amp;quot;&amp;quot;;Persist Security Info=False;Jet OLEDB:System 
database=&amp;quot;&amp;quot;;Jet OLEDB:Registry Path=&amp;quot;&amp;quot;;Jet 
OLEDB:Database Password=&amp;quot;&amp;quot;;Jet OLEDB:Engine Type=0;Jet 
OLEDB:Database Locking Mode=1;Jet OLEDB:Global Partial Bulk Ops=2;Jet OLEDB:Global Bulk 
Transactions=1;Jet OLEDB:New Database Password=&amp;quot;&amp;quot;;Jet OLEDB:Create 
System Database=False;Jet OLEDB:Encrypt Database=False;Jet OLEDB:Don't Copy Locale on 
Compact=False;Jet OLEDB:Compact Without Replica Repair=False;Jet 
OLEDB:SFP=False</a:ConnectionString>&#13;&#10;  
<a:MaxRecords>10000</a:MaxRecords>&#13;&#10;  <a:GridX>10</a:GridX>&#13;&#10;  
<a:GridY>10</a:GridY>&#13;&#10;  <a:OfflineType>2</a:OfflineType>&#13;&#10;  
<a:XMLLocation>0</a:XMLLocation>&#13;&#10;  
<a:XMLDataTarget></a:XMLDataTarget>&#13;&#10;  
<a:ConnectionFile></a:ConnectionFile>&#13;&#10;  <a:ElementExtension>&#13;&#10;   
<a:ElementID>Question</a:ElementID>&#13;&#10;   
<a:ControlSource>Question</a:ControlSource>&#13;&#10;   
<a:ChildLabel>Question_Label</a:ChildLabel>&#13;&#10;  </a:ElementExtension>&#13;&#10;  
<a:ElementExtension>&#13;&#10;   <a:ElementID>navlblUser</a:ElementID>&#13;&#10;   
<a:RecordsetLabel>UsrAnswer |0 of |2;UsrAnswer |0-|1 of |2</a:RecordsetLabel>&#13;&#10;  
</a:ElementExtension>&#13;&#10;  <a:ElementExtension>&#13;&#10;   
<a:ElementID>FirstName1</a:ElementID>&#13;&#10;   <a:ControlSource>First 
Name</a:ControlSource>&#13;&#10;   <a:ChildLabel>FirstName1_Label</a:ChildLabel>&#13;&#10;  
</a:ElementExtension>&#13;&#10;  <a:ElementExtension>&#13;&#10;   
<a:ElementID>Surname1</a:ElementID>&#13;&#10;   
<a:ControlSource>Surname</a:ControlSource>&#13;&#10;   
<a:ChildLabel>Surname1_Label</a:ChildLabel>&#13;&#10;  </a:ElementExtension>&#13;&#10;  
<a:ElementExtension>&#13;&#10;   <a:ElementID>UsrAnswer</a:ElementID>&#13;&#10;   
<a:ControlSource>UsrAnswer</a:ControlSource>&#13;&#10;   
<a:ChildLabel>lblUserAnswer</a:ChildLabel>&#13;&#10;  </a:ElementExtension>&#13;&#10;  
<a:GroupLevel>&#13;&#10;   <a:RecordSource>UsrAnswer</a:RecordSource>&#13;&#10;   
<a:DefaultSort></a:DefaultSort>&#13;&#10;   
<a:HeaderElementId>HeaderUsrAnswer</a:HeaderElementId>&#13;&#10;   
<a:FooterElementId></a:FooterElementId>&#13;&#10;   
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<a:CaptionElementId></a:CaptionElementId>&#13;&#10;   
<a:RecordNavigationElementId></a:RecordNavigationElementId>&#13;&#10;   
<a:DataPageSize>1</a:DataPageSize>&#13;&#10;   
<a:GroupFilterControl></a:GroupFilterControl>&#13;&#10;   <a:NoAllowEdits/>&#13;&#10;   
<a:NoAllowAdditions/>&#13;&#10;   <a:NoAllowDeletions/>&#13;&#10;   
<a:AlternateRowColor>whitesmoke</a:AlternateRowColor>&#13;&#10;  </a:GroupLevel>&#13;&#10;  
<a:Datamodel a:version=&quot;0816&quot;>&#13;&#10;   <a:SchemaRowsource 
a:id=&quot;Question&quot; a:type=&quot;dscTable&quot;>&#13;&#10;    <a:SchemaField 
a:id=&quot;QRef&quot; a:datatype=&quot;3&quot; a:size=&quot;0&quot; 
a:iskey=&quot;1&quot;/>&#13;&#10;    <a:SchemaField a:id=&quot;Question&quot; 
a:datatype=&quot;130&quot; a:size=&quot;100&quot;/>&#13;&#10;   
</a:SchemaRowsource>&#13;&#10;   <a:SchemaRowsource a:id=&quot;User&quot; 
a:type=&quot;dscTable&quot;>&#13;&#10;    <a:SchemaField a:id=&quot;ID No&quot; 
a:datatype=&quot;3&quot; a:size=&quot;0&quot; a:iskey=&quot;1&quot;/>&#13;&#10;    
<a:SchemaField a:id=&quot;First Name&quot; a:datatype=&quot;130&quot; 
a:size=&quot;50&quot;/>&#13;&#10;    <a:SchemaField a:id=&quot;Surname&quot; 
a:datatype=&quot;130&quot; a:size=&quot;50&quot;/>&#13;&#10;    <a:SchemaField 
a:id=&quot;Employee&quot; a:datatype=&quot;11&quot; a:size=&quot;2&quot;/>&#13;&#10;    
<a:SchemaField a:id=&quot;Supervisor&quot; a:datatype=&quot;11&quot; 
a:size=&quot;2&quot;/>&#13;&#10;    <a:SchemaField a:id=&quot;Department ID&quot; 
a:datatype=&quot;3&quot; a:size=&quot;0&quot;/>&#13;&#10;   </a:SchemaRowsource>&#13;&#10;   
<a:SchemaRowsource a:id=&quot;UsrAnswer&quot; a:type=&quot;dscTable&quot;>&#13;&#10;    
<a:SchemaField a:id=&quot;ID No&quot; a:datatype=&quot;3&quot; a:size=&quot;0&quot; 
a:iskey=&quot;1&quot;/>&#13;&#10;    <a:SchemaField a:id=&quot;QRef&quot; 
a:datatype=&quot;3&quot; a:size=&quot;0&quot; a:iskey=&quot;1&quot;/>&#13;&#10;    
<a:SchemaField a:id=&quot;UsrAnswerRef&quot; a:datatype=&quot;3&quot; a:size=&quot;0&quot; 
a:iskey=&quot;1&quot;/>&#13;&#10;    <a:SchemaField a:id=&quot;UsrAnswer&quot; 
a:datatype=&quot;130&quot; a:size=&quot;50&quot;/>&#13;&#10;   
</a:SchemaRowsource>&#13;&#10;   <a:RecordsetDef a:id=&quot;UsrAnswer&quot;>&#13;&#10;    
<a:PageField a:id=&quot;ID No&quot;/>&#13;&#10;    <a:PageField a:id=&quot;QRef1&quot; 
a:source=&quot;QRef&quot;/>&#13;&#10;    <a:PageField 
a:id=&quot;UsrAnswerRef&quot;/>&#13;&#10;    <a:PageField 
a:id=&quot;UsrAnswer&quot;/>&#13;&#10;    <a:PageRowsource a:id=&quot;Question&quot; 
a:lookupsource=&quot;UsrAnswer&quot;&#13;&#10;     
a:relationship=&quot;QuestionUsrAnswer&quot;>&#13;&#10;     <a:PageField 
a:id=&quot;QRef&quot;/>&#13;&#10;     <a:PageField a:id=&quot;Question&quot;/>&#13;&#10;     
<a:RelatedField a:primary=&quot;QRef&quot; a:foreign=&quot;QRef1&quot;/>&#13;&#10;    
</a:PageRowsource>&#13;&#10;    <a:PageRowsource a:id=&quot;User&quot; 
a:lookupsource=&quot;UsrAnswer&quot;&#13;&#10;     
a:relationship=&quot;UserUsrAnswer&quot;>&#13;&#10;     <a:PageField a:id=&quot;ID No1&quot; 
a:source=&quot;ID No&quot;/>&#13;&#10;     <a:PageField a:id=&quot;First 
Name&quot;/>&#13;&#10;     <a:PageField a:id=&quot;Surname&quot;/>&#13;&#10;     
<a:RelatedField a:primary=&quot;ID No1&quot; a:foreign=&quot;ID No&quot;/>&#13;&#10;    
</a:PageRowsource>&#13;&#10;   </a:RecordsetDef>&#13;&#10;  </a:Datamodel>&#13;&#10; 
</a:DataSourceControl>&#13;&#10;</xml>"></OBJECT> 
<META content="MSHTML 6.00.2800.1400" name=GENERATOR> 
<STYLE id=MSODAPDEFAULTS type=text/css>.MSTheme-Label { 
 BORDER-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-RIGHT: 3px; BORDER-TOP: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 3px; 
FONT-SIZE: 8pt; OVERFLOW: visible; BORDER-LEFT: 0px; WIDTH: 2.539cm; BORDER-BOTTOM: 
0px; FONT-FAMILY: Tahoma; HEIGHT: 0.396cm; TEXT-ALIGN: left 
} 
.MsoTextbox { 
 PADDING-RIGHT: 3px; PADDING-LEFT: 3px; FONT-SIZE: 8pt; OVERFLOW: hidden; 
WIDTH: 2.539cm; FONT-FAMILY: Tahoma; HEIGHT: 0.502cm 
} 
.MsoBoundSpan { 
 BORDER-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-RIGHT: 3px; BORDER-TOP: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 3px; 
FONT-SIZE: 8pt; OVERFLOW: hidden; BORDER-LEFT: 0px; BORDER-BOTTOM: 0px; FONT-
FAMILY: Tahoma; TEXT-ALIGN: left 
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} 
.MsoHyperlinkDisplayText { 
 BORDER-RIGHT: 0px; PADDING-RIGHT: 3px; BORDER-TOP: 0px; PADDING-LEFT: 3px; 
FONT-SIZE: 8pt; OVERFLOW: hidden; BORDER-LEFT: 0px; CURSOR: hand; BORDER-BOTTOM: 
0px; FONT-FAMILY: Tahoma; TEXT-ALIGN: left 
} 
.Mso2dSection { 
 LEFT: 0px; BEHAVIOR: url(#DEFAULT#Mso2dSection); OVERFLOW: hidden; POSITION: 
relative; TOP: 0px; BACKGROUND-COLOR: transparent 
} 
.Mso2dSectionBanner { 
 PADDING-RIGHT: 4px; DISPLAY: none; PADDING-LEFT: 4px; FONT-WEIGHT: normal; 
FONT-SIZE: 8pt; LEFT: 0px; BEHAVIOR: url(#DEFAULT#Mso2dSectionBanner); OVERFLOW: 
visible; PADDING-TOP: 2px; FONT-FAMILY: Tahoma; TOP: 0px; HEIGHT: 0.507cm; 
BACKGROUND-COLOR: buttonface 
} 
.MsoRectangle { 
 BORDER-RIGHT: black 1px solid; BORDER-TOP: black 1px solid; OVERFLOW: hidden; 
BORDER-LEFT: black 1px solid; BORDER-BOTTOM: black 1px solid 
} 
.MsoTitle { 
 DISPLAY: none; FONT-WEIGHT: normal; COLOR: inactivecaptiontext 
} 
.MsoExpandCollapse { 
 CURSOR: hand 
} 
.MsoNavContainer { 
 BORDER-RIGHT: gainsboro 1px solid; BORDER-TOP: gainsboro 1px solid; Z-INDEX: -1; 
BORDER-LEFT: gainsboro 1px solid; CURSOR: hand; BORDER-BOTTOM: gainsboro 1px solid; 
HEIGHT: 25px; BACKGROUND-COLOR: gainsboro 
} 
.MsoNavButton { 
 BORDER-RIGHT: gainsboro 1px solid; BORDER-TOP: gainsboro 1px solid; BORDER-LEFT: 
gainsboro 1px solid; CURSOR: auto; BORDER-BOTTOM: gainsboro 1px solid; BACKGROUND-
REPEAT: no-repeat 
} 
.MsoNavButtonMouseOver { 
 BORDER-RIGHT: highlight 1px solid; BORDER-TOP: highlight 1px solid; BORDER-LEFT: 
highlight 1px solid; BORDER-BOTTOM: highlight 1px solid; BACKGROUND-COLOR: buttonhighlight 
} 
.MsoNavToggleButtonMouseOver { 
 BORDER-RIGHT: buttonshadow 1px solid; BORDER-TOP: buttonshadow 1px solid; 
BORDER-LEFT: buttonshadow 1px solid; BORDER-BOTTOM: buttonshadow 1px solid; 
BACKGROUND-REPEAT: no-repeat; BACKGROUND-COLOR: buttonshadow 
} 
.MsoNavButtonMouseDown { 
 BORDER-RIGHT: buttonshadow 1px solid; BORDER-TOP: buttonshadow 1px solid; 
BORDER-LEFT: buttonshadow 1px solid; CURSOR: hand; BORDER-BOTTOM: buttonshadow 1px 
solid; BACKGROUND-COLOR: buttonshadow 
} 
.MsoNavRecordsetLabel { 
 BORDER-RIGHT: gainsboro 1px solid; BORDER-TOP: gainsboro 1px solid; PADDING-LEFT: 
0px; FONT-SIZE: 8pt; OVERFLOW: hidden; BORDER-LEFT: gainsboro 1px solid; WIDTH: 100%; 
CURSOR: default; PADDING-TOP: 0px; BORDER-BOTTOM: gainsboro 1px solid; FONT-FAMILY: 
Tahoma; POSITION: relative 
} 
.MsoRecordSelector { 
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 BORDER-RIGHT: buttonshadow 1px solid; BORDER-TOP: buttonshadow 1px solid; 
OVERFLOW: hidden; BORDER-LEFT: buttonshadow 1px solid; BORDER-BOTTOM: buttonshadow 
1px solid; HEIGHT: 100%; BACKGROUND-COLOR: gainsboro 
} 
.MsoRecordSelectorCurrent { 
 BACKGROUND-POSITION: 1px 0px; BACKGROUND-IMAGE: url(owc://GIF/#11240); 
BACKGROUND-REPEAT: no-repeat 
} 
.MsoRecordSelectorSelectedImage { 
 BACKGROUND-POSITION: 1px 0px; BACKGROUND-IMAGE: url(owc://GIF/#11241); 
BACKGROUND-REPEAT: no-repeat 
} 
.MsoRecordSelectorSelected { 
 BORDER-RIGHT: buttonshadow 1px solid; BORDER-TOP: buttonshadow 1px solid; LEFT: 
0px; OVERFLOW: hidden; BORDER-LEFT: buttonshadow 1px solid; BORDER-BOTTOM: 
buttonshadow 1px solid; TOP: 0px; HEIGHT: 100%; BACKGROUND-COLOR: buttonshadow 
} 
.MsoRecordSelectorDirtyCurrent { 
 BACKGROUND-POSITION: -1px 0px; BACKGROUND-IMAGE: url(owc://GIF/#11242); 
BACKGROUND-REPEAT: no-repeat 
} 
.MsoRecordSelectorDirty { 
 BACKGROUND-POSITION: -1px 0px; BACKGROUND-IMAGE: url(owc://GIF/#11245); 
BACKGROUND-REPEAT: no-repeat 
} 
.MsoRecordSelectorTransparent { 
 LEFT: 0px; OVERFLOW: hidden; TOP: 0px 
} 
HR { 
 COLOR: black 
} 
SELECT { 
 FONT-SIZE: 8pt; FONT-FAMILY: Tahoma 
} 
INPUT { 
 FONT-SIZE: 8pt; FONT-FAMILY: Tahoma 
} 
BODY { 
 FONT-SIZE: 10pt; FONT-FAMILY: Tahoma 
} 
MARQUEE { 
 FONT-SIZE: 8pt; FONT-FAMILY: Tahoma 
} 
LEGEND { 
 FONT-SIZE: 8pt; FONT-FAMILY: Tahoma 
} 
BUTTON { 
 FONT-SIZE: 8pt; FONT-FAMILY: Tahoma 
} 
TEXTAREA { 
 FONT-SIZE: 8pt; FONT-FAMILY: Tahoma 
} 
</STYLE> 
 
<SCRIPT language=Javascript id=MSODSC_Validation> 
validateBrowser(); 
 
function validateBrowser() { 
 strVers=navigator.appVersion 
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 strName=navigator.appName 
 strPlat=navigator.platform 
 intIndex1=strVers.indexOf("MSIE"); 
 intIndex1=intIndex1+5 
 intIndex2=strVers.lastIndexOf(";"); 
 intVer=strVers.substring(intIndex1, intIndex2) 
 intVer=parseInt(intVer) 
 if (strName=="Microsoft Internet Explorer" && strPlat=="Win32" && intVer>="5") { 
 validateOWC(); 
 } 
 else { 
  strMsgGetIE="<TABLE cellSpacing=0 cellPadding=0 width='95%' border=0 
height='8'><TR>" 
  strMsgGetIE+="<TD bgColor='#336699' height=25 width=15>&nbsp;</TD><TD 
bgColor='#666666' width=500px><FONT face=Tahoma " 
  strMsgGetIE+="size=4 color=white><b>&nbsp;Data Access Page 
Notification</B></FONT></TD></TR>" 
  strMsgGetIE+="<TR><TD bgColor='#cccccc' width=15>&nbsp;</TD><TD 
bgColor='#cccccc' width=500px><BR>" 
  strMsgGetIE+="<p><font face='Tahoma' size='2'>" 
  strMsgGetIE+="This page requires Windows IE 5.0 or higher.</p>" 
  strMsgGetIE+="<a 
href='http://www.microsoft.com/isapi/redir.dll?Prd=Office&Sbp=Access&Pver=10&Ar=DPdesigner&Sb
a=IEhome&Plcid=1033'><p align='center'>" 
  strMsgGetIE+="Click here to install the latest version of Internet 
Explorer.</a></font></p><br></TD></TR></TABLE>" 
  document.write(strMsgGetIE) 
 } 
} 
 
function validateOWC() { 
 if (MSODSC.object==null) { 
  strMsgGetOWC="<TABLE width='95%' cellpadding=0 cellspacing=0 border=0 
height='8'>" 
  strMsgGetOWC+="<TR><TD bgColor='#336699' height=25 
width=15>&nbsp;</TD><TD bgColor='#666666' width=500px>" 
  strMsgGetOWC+="<FONT face=Tahoma color=white size=4><B>&nbsp;&nbsp;" 
  strMsgGetOWC+="Data Access Page 
Notification</B></FONT></TD></TR><TR><TD bgColor='#cccccc' width=15>&nbsp;</TD>" 
  strMsgGetOWC+="<TD bgColor='#cccccc' width='500px'><BR>" 
  strMsgGetOWC+="<p><font face='Tahoma' size='2'>This page requires the Microsoft 
Office Web Components.</p>" 
  strMsgGetOWC+="</font><p><font face='Tahoma' size='2'>See the <a 
HRef='http://r.office.microsoft.com/r/rlidmsowcpub?clid=1033&p1=Microsoft 
Access&HelpLCID=1033'>Microsoft Office Web site</a> for more information. " 
  strMsgGetOWC+="</font></p><BR></TD></TR></TABLE>" 
  document.write(strMsgGetOWC) 
 } 
} 
 
</SCRIPT> 
<!--[if gte mso 9]><xml> 
 <o:DocumentProperties> 
  <o:Author>Peter Best</o:Author> 
  <o:LastAuthor>Peter Best</o:LastAuthor> 
  <o:Revision>5</o:Revision> 
  <o:TotalTime>4</o:TotalTime> 
  <o:Created>2004-07-25T09:31:38Z</o:Created> 
  <o:LastSaved>2004-07-28T10:50:36Z</o:LastSaved> 
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  <o:Version>11.5606</o:Version> 
 </o:DocumentProperties> 
</xml><![endif]--> 
<CENTER> 
<H1 class="" id=HeadingText><font face="Arial">Personal Pension Test 
Questions</font></H1></CENTER> 
<P><FONT face=Arial></FONT>&nbsp;<TEXTAREA class=MsoTextbox id=FirstName1 style="Z-
INDEX: 3; FONT-FAMILY: Arial" tabIndex=35 MsoTextAlign="General" name="S1" rows="1" 
cols="20"></TEXTAREA><TEXTAREA class=MsoTextbox id=Surname1 style="Z-INDEX: 4; FONT-
FAMILY: Arial" tabIndex=36 MsoTextAlign="General" name="S2" rows="1" 
cols="20"></TEXTAREA></P> 
<DIV class=Mso2dSectionBanner id=HeaderUsrAnswerBanner  
style="MARGIN-LEFT: 0px; WIDTH: 20.691cm" tabIndex=-1><SPAN  
id=HeaderUsrAnswerBannerCaption>Header: UsrAnswer</SPAN></DIV> 
<DIV class=Mso2dSection id=HeaderUsrAnswer  
style="VISIBILITY: inherit; MARGIN-LEFT: 0px; WIDTH: 20.691cm; HEIGHT: 4.895cm"><TEXTAREA 
class=MsoTextbox id=Question style="Z-INDEX: 1; LEFT: 5.001cm; WIDTH: 13.026cm; FONT-
FAMILY: Arial; POSITION: absolute; TOP: 1.006cm; HEIGHT: 1.974cm" tabIndex=15 rows=1 cols=25 
MsoTextAlign="General"></TEXTAREA>  
 
<TABLE class=MsoNavContainer id=RecordNavigation0  
style="Z-INDEX: 2; LEFT: 189px; WIDTH: 491px; POSITION: absolute; TOP: 132px; HEIGHT: 24px"  
tabIndex=30 cellSpacing=0 cellPadding=0> 
  <TBODY> 
  <TR> 
    <TD class=MsoNavButton style="WIDTH: 20px; HEIGHT: 20px"><IMG  
      class=MsoNavFirst id=UsrAnswerNavFirst tabIndex=16 height=20  
      src="owc://GIF/#11200" width=20></TD> 
    <TD class=MsoNavButton style="WIDTH: 20px; HEIGHT: 20px"><IMG  
      class=MsoNavPrevious id=UsrAnswerNavPrevious tabIndex=17 height=20  
      src="owc://GIF/#11202" width=20></TD> 
    <TD style="VERTICAL-ALIGN: middle; WIDTH: 100%; TEXT-ALIGN: center"  
      noWrap><SPAN class=MsoNavRecordsetLabel id=UsrAnswerNavLabel  
      style="VISIBILITY: hidden; WIDTH: 84.84%; HEIGHT: 15px"  
      tabIndex=18>UsrAnswer |0 of |2</SPAN></TD> 
    <TD class=MsoNavButton style="WIDTH: 20px; HEIGHT: 20px"><IMG  
      class=MsoNavNext id=UsrAnswerNavNext tabIndex=19 height=20  
      src="owc://GIF/#11204" width=20></TD> 
    <TD class=MsoNavButton style="WIDTH: 20px; HEIGHT: 20px"><IMG  
      class=MsoNavLast id=UsrAnswerNavLast tabIndex=20 height=20  
      src="owc://GIF/#11206" width=20></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
<P>  
<TEXTAREA class=MsoTextbox id=UsrAnswer style="Z-INDEX: 5; WIDTH: 492; FONT-FAMILY: 
Arial; HEIGHT: 65; position:absolute; left:199; top:361" tabIndex=37 cols=1 MsoTextAlign="General" 
name="S3" rows="1"></TEXTAREA>Your  
Answer:</P> 
<P>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;  
<SPAN class=MSTheme-Label id=lblUserAnswer style="FONT-FAMILY: Arial">Your  
Answer:</SPAN>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp
;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;  
</P> 
&nbsp;<p> 
<input name="btnSubmit" type=button value="Submit" style="position: absolute; left: 422; top: 
468"></p> 
</BODY></HTML> 
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TAG Wealth Management Ltd Pension Training System 
Prototype v1.0 

 
 
To install and use this program, the file PENSION.MDB needs to be copied to the following directory 
 

C:\PB Project 
 
Once this directory has been created and the file copied the html pages can be accessed directly from 
the CD-ROM 




